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Abstract:

Reverberation in speech, caused by room reflec-
tions, is problematic especially for hearing im-
paired people, and therefore blind speech dere-
verberation is an important research area. The
task is to remove reverberation from the output
of a room, where the room as well as the speech
input are unknown. In this project different ap-
proaches, based on higher-order statistics (HOS)
and information theory, to the blind dereverber-
ation problem, are analysed. The speech is as-
sumed to consist of independent and identically
distributed (iid) non-Gaussian samples, whereas
the room output is assumed to consist of non iid
Gaussian distributed samples.

The method based on HOS maximizes the
fourth order cumulant, referred to as kurtosis,
because it is known that all Gaussian distributed
signals have higher-order cumulants equal to zero,
hence the output is then made as non-Gaussian as
possible. For the information approach two me-
thods are analysed: maximum and minimum en-
tropy. The maximum entropy method maximizes
the entropy through a nonlinear transformation,
such that statistical dependency between samples
is minimized. The entropy of the room output is
minimized by the latter method, because Gaus-
sian distributed signals lead to maximum entropy.

The functionality of the three methods is ana-
lysed, tested, and compared on basis of the re-
duction of early and late reflections, convergence
ability, and a real life application. Furthermore
the complexity with respect to the computations
needed by each method is calculated. Based on
tests the project group presents adjustments to
the methods which improve the performance on
all fields for all methods. Furthermore the project
group presents a novel algorithm based on the in-
formation theory methods for future work.

The conclusion is that all three methods are
able to significantly reduce the reverberation.
The methods based on information theory seem
to be superior to the method based on HOS.



Mads Lauridsen Niels Lovmand Pedersen
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Preface

This report is written during the 10th semester specialisation in Applied Signal Processing
and Implementation at the department of Electronic Systems, Aalborg University.
According to the study guidelines the student must be able to [1, p. 54]:

• Account for the relevance of the chosen problem to the specialisation including specif-
ically account for the core of the problem and the technical connections in which it
appears

• Account for possible methods to solve the problem statements of the project, describe
and assess the applicability of the chosen method including account for the chosen de-
limitation and the way these will influence on the results of the product

• Analyse and describe the chosen problem applying relevant theories, methods and ex-
perimental data

• Describe the relevant theories and methods in a way that highlights the special charac-
teristics and hereby document knowledge of the applied theories, methods, possibilities
and delimitations within the relevant problem area

• Analyse and assess experimental data, including the effect the assessment method has
on the validity of the results.

• Form synthesis between the technical problem and the theoretical and experimental
results and perform a critical assessment of the formed synthesis and the outcome of the
project.

This report will cover analysis, implementation and test of algorithms used to deconvolve room
impulse responses. The implementation of the algorithms is made in Matlab 2008b. The ob-
jective of this report is to compare the algorithms, which are based on higher-order statistics
and information theory, with regards to their ability to deconvolve, convergence speed, and
the number of required multiplications.
In the report the natural logarithm is denoted with log. If both time and vector indexes are
used the variable hj(k) is the j’th coefficient at time index k, where the vector is denoted with
bold letters. Literature references are represented with numbers, e.g. [number], and the full
list of references is found in the Bibliography section.

The enclosed CD contains the following: the report in PDF format 09gr1040.pdf, the source
code for the algorithms in Matlab format, and the recordings made in the Section of Acoustics
at Aalborg University.
The project group would like to thank electronics engineer Claus Vestergaard Skipper who is
the technician in the Section of Acoustics for his help with the measurements of room impulse
responses.
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1
Introduction

When a person is speaking in a regular room the listeners will not only perceive the direct
signal, but also multipath signals created by reflections on the room walls. The multipath
signals are delayed and possibly attenuated as compared to the direct path signal. This phe-
nomenon is known as reverberation. A single delayed signal, which is attenuated and part of
the feedback existing in the room, is called an echo, but when multiple signals are delayed,
attenuated, and part of the feedback it is called reverberation.
The reverberation effect can be divided into two separate effects: early and late reflections.
Each of the two types degrades the speech intelligibility and the overall quality of the signal.
The scope of this project is to reduce the reverberation effects on speech. According to [2]
the problem is most severe for hearing-impaired people, and the suggested application for this
project is therefore a hearing aid. Furthermore the project will focus on single microphone
systems since this provides a more challenging problem, and because a single microphone setup
is more practical.

The room’s impact on the speech is modeled as a convolution in time of the speech signal
and the room impulse response (RIR) [3]. Furthermore the system can also be modeled as
containing additive noise [4]. Because of the degradation of the speech intelligibility it is of
interest to minimize the effect of the room. One possibility is to change the layout of the
room or the reflecting material on the walls. This method is however not always applicable.
The second possibility, which is investigated in this report, is to use signal processing on the
received reverberant speech signal.
Since the model is a convolution in time the inverse RIR can be applied to the signal. The
idea is that if the designed inverse RIR is determined and applied, ideally only the delayed
version of the direct signal will remain after the signal processing. There is several problems
associated with this method. The RIR is in general assumed to be non-minimum phase. A
non-minimum phase filter is a mixture of a minimum phase filter, where all zeros lie inside the
unit circle, and a maximum phase filter, where all the zeros lies outside of the unit circle. The
inversion of the a non-minimum phase filter will therefore result in a filter, which has poles
outside the unit circle, which is unstable or non-causal. [5]
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Introduction

Blind dereverberation is addressed in this project where neither the input nor the room is
known. This is the case in many applications, e.g. a speaker in a room. Many articles have
been published within this area and in the next section some of the interesting methods are
presented.

1.1 Previous Work

From the introduction of the reverberation problem it emerges that the RIR must in general
be assumed to be a non-minimum phase impulse response. Two widespread approaches for
obtaining the inverse RIR are based on either the direct estimation of the inverse RIR or the
estimation of the RIR followed by an inversion of this. The former approach has the advantage
that no RIR has to be estimated. The scope of this project is on the direct estimation of the
inverse RIR, and this brief survey of previous work will focus on this approach. The previous
work described is categorized further into two main categories: higher-order statistics (HOS)
and information theory.
The key assumption for both methods is that the reverberant speech, which is delayed and
weighted versions of the assumed independent and identically distributed (iid) speech samples,
approximates a Gaussian distribution due to the central limit theorem.

Due to the assumption that the RIR is non-minimum phase, 2nd order statistics, that is
the autocovariance of the signal and the following power spectrum, cannot be used to recon-
struct the direct signal. Higher-order statistics is therefore needed, where it is known that for
a Gaussian distributed signal these are all zero.
Gillespie et al. propose in [6] an algorithm that maximizes the fourth order statistic, referred
to as kurtosis, of the LP residuals which entails a non-Gaussian distribution of the residuals.
The algorithms using LP residuals are based on the observation that the residuals contain the
impulses from reverberant speech, that is the impulses from clean speech and the impulses
caused by room reflections. Furthermore it is assumed that the LP coefficients obtained from
clean speech are equivalent to the LP coefficients for reverberant speech. This implies that an
estimate of the clean speech can be obtained by synthesizing the modified LP residuals and
thereby obtaining the improved speech [7].
In [8] Tonelli et al. emphasise stability problems in certain unpredictable conditions of the
approach by Gillespie et al. A maximum-likelihood (ML) approach is therefore suggested
where a probability density function (pdf) with a high kurtosis is maximized. However the
method does not significantly improve upon the late reverberations and the authors therefore
suggest further research with focus on longer equalization filters. A two-stage algorithm is
proposed by Wu et al. in [2] for removing the late reverberation impulses. The first stage
consists of the algorithm by [6] and the second stage is a shifted spectral subtraction of the
power spectrum of the late impulses and the power spectrum of the filtered speech in the first
stage. The comparison of the performance of this two-stage approach for attenuating the late
reverberation impulses with the approaches in [6] and [8] is however difficult because different
performance metrics are used in the experimental results.

From an information theoretic point of view, the reverberated speech, which consists of delayed
and summed samples of itself, can be viewed as redundant samples. The reverberation pro-
blem becomes a redundancy reduction problem, where statistical dependency between samples
is minimized. Bell et al. proposes in [9] a method for minimizing the mutual information be-
tween samples, which corresponds to minimizing the statistical dependency. In the kurtosis
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1.2 Problem Statement

approach, statistics of higher order than four are ignored. It is assumed that if the kurtosis
of the direct signal matches the kurtosis of the processed signal, a perfect deconvolution have
been obtained. Bell et al. suggest that all HOS of the signal should be considered to obtain
minimum statistical dependency between samples. The HOS of the reverberated signal, are
accessed through a nonlinear transformation of the signal. The HOS are then weighted by
maximizing the entropy on the output of the nonlinear transformation. The transformation
bounds the values of the output samples, and it is known that maximizing entropy corresponds
to minimizing mutual information for bounded samples.
The main disadvantage of the proposed method by Bell et al. is that the chosen nonlinear
transformation should be chosen according to the direct signal, which is not known. This
entails that this choice relies heavily on the a priori knowledge of the direct signal. Erdogmus
et al. presents in [10] a method that does not rely on this a priori knowledge. Knowing that
the reverberated samples are assumed Gaussian distributed and their values are unbounded,
then as shown by Shannon in [11] the entropy are maximum. The method by Erdogmus et al.
therefore minimizes the entropy of the reverberated signal.

The previous work do not solve the dereverberation problem and it therefore remains a very
challenging research area.

1.2 Problem Statement

The scope of this project is to analyse and simulate methods for blind deconvolution of re-
verberant speech using a single microphone setup. The brief survey of previous work showed
that a variety of different methods have been proposed for this matter. This project will take
its starting point in the work by Gillespie et al., [6], Bell et al., [9], and Erdogmus et al.,
[10]. The use of higher-order statistics and information theory for speech dereverberation will
be investigated. The proposed methods will be analysed and tested under known conditions
and adjustments will be made. In addition to this a real life RIR will be measured and the
methods will be tested on this RIR.

The outline of this report is as follows. In chapter 2 the prerequisites for the reverberation
problem are described, including the performance metrics for the analysed, implemented, and
tested methods. If the non-minimum phase filter was known it is possible to invert it, and this
is shown in chapter 3. As already stated the objective of this project is the direct estimation
of the inverse RIR for speech dereverberation. The principles presented in chapter 3 are there-
fore not used in the rest of the report and they are only presented to provide problem insight.
The basic theory of higher-order statistics, hereunder that they are a necessary requirement
to determine the phase-response of a non-minimum phase filter, is described in chapter 4. The
chapter also includes basic information theory. In chapter 5 and 6 the HOS and information
approaches are analysed, implemented, and tested, respectively. The methods are compared
according to the chosen performance metrics in chapter 7 and 8. Finally, conclusions are made
in chapter 9 and ideas for future work is presented in chapter 10, where a novel algorithm is
proposed. The appendix contains background theory, the Matlab code for the algorithms, and
simulation and measurement data.
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2
Project Definitions

In this chapter project definitions are presented. The definitions are useful for the reader since
they provide a brief overview of widely used terms in the report. The definitions and their
values are set by the project group, but based on previous work.
The chapter is divided into three separate sections in which the definitions are explained. First
the definitions regarding the room is presented. Next the source signal, that is the speech, is
described and finally the performance metrics used to evaluate the presented algorithms are
provided.

2.1 Room

In this section the room and its properties are described. The room is described by the filter,
g, between the source and sink i.e. speaker and microphone. The output of the speaker is the
speech, s, and the output of the sink is the reverberated speech x. This is illustrated in figure
2.1.

gs x(n)

Figure 2.1: The block diagram of the speech, s, corrupted by the room impulse response, g, producing
the output x.

Throughout the report the whole sequence of a signal will be denoted by a vector written with
bold letters, i.e. x. Each sample, i.e. x(n), will correspond to an element in that sequence.
The effect of the room is modeled as a convolution between the room impulse response (RIR),
g(n), and the input signal that is the speech, x(n) [8, Eq. 1]

y(n) = g(n) ∗ x(n) (2.1)
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Project Definitions

where: n is the time index [-]
y(n) is the output that is the signal received by the listener/microphone [-]

In this project different room models are used. Simplified room filters will be defined by the
project group when testing and comparing the algorithms. In this way it is possible to test
the algorithms under known conditions. A real life RIR will also be measured in the Section
of Acoustics at Aalborg University (see appendix F). This RIR will only be used as a proof of
concept for the algorithms in a real life application. This gives an insight in how the algorithms
perform under complex conditions.

The goal is to equalize the RIR with another filter, h, so that the output of the latter fil-
ter is ideally the direct speech signal, which is delayed. That is the convolution of the RIR
with the equalizer filter will be a unit impulse [8, Eq. 2]

g(n) ∗ h(n) = δ(n− d) (2.2)

where: d is the delay [-]
δ(n) is the Kronecker delta, which is equal to 1 for n = 0 and 0 otherwise [-]

In the frequency domain the RIR g(n) can be written as [3, Eq. 1]

F {g(n)} = G(ω) = |G(ω)| exp {jφ(ω)} (2.3)

where: F {g(n)} is the Fourier transform of g(n) [-]
|G(ω)| is the amplitude [-]
φ(ω) is the phase [-]

The phase can be expressed as a sum of the minimum phase part φm(ω) and the difference
from the minimum phase φd(ω). Rewriting equation 2.3 and knowing that any filter can be
decomposed into a minimum phase and an all-pass filter yields [3, Eq. 3]

G(ω) = |G(ω)| exp {j (φm(ω) + φd(ω))} (2.4)
= |G(ω)| exp {jφm(ω)} · exp {jφd(ω)} (2.5)
= M(ω)A(ω) (2.6)

where: M(ω) is the minimum phase part |G(ω)| exp {jφm(ω)} [-]
A(ω) is the all-pass part exp {jφd(ω)} [-]

If φd(ω) = 0 the all-pass part of G(ω) is A(ω) = 1 and the system will be minimum phase.
When A(ω) 6= 1 the system is non-minimum phase. The RIR is in general regarded as a
non-minimum phase system [12]. This means the response cannot be inverted to a stable filter
unless the filter is allowed to be non-causal [3]. The inversion of a non-minimum phase filter
will be further examined in chapter 3.

As explained in the introduction in chapter 1 a room will cause reverberation in a received
signal. In the time domain the effects are divided into early and late reflections. According
to [8] early reflections can be defined as the first 100 ms of the reflection. The project group
therefore defines the late reverberations as reflections that occur 100 ms or more after the
direct signal. Figure 2.2 illustrates the direct, early and late signals.
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2.2 Speech Signal

A
m

pl
itu

de

Direct sound

Early reflections

Late reflections

Time

Figure 2.2: The direct, early and late reflections in the time domain. Based on [13, Fig. 1].

The early reflections are the coloration of the speech whereas the late reflections are referred
to as echoes.

2.2 Speech Signal

The algorithms must be developed and tested under known and controlled conditions. A key
assumption for the input to the room is that it is independent (also denoted a white process)
and non-Gaussian distributed. This assumption will be used throughout the report and in
the algorithms presented in the following chapters. The algorithms have been tested using
iid samples drawn from a probability density function (pdf) based on the function cosh(·).
The pdf will be described in detail and substantiated in chapter 6. Its property is that it is
very easy to adjust to fit the a priori knowledge of the source, which in this project is speech.
The project group suggests the pdf to be a suitable match for the speech and it is used when
testing the algorithms on the room filters mentioned in the previous section.

A real speech signal is also used for testing the algorithms. This however will only be used
when testing on the real life RIR. Speech sounds are made when air passes through the vocal
folds. The vocal folds can be moved together or apart, where the distance between them are
called the glottis. When they are close together and air passes through them, they start to
vibrate, and the sounds made are referred to as voiced sounds such as [b], [g] and all the
English vowels. When they are far apart the air cannot make the vocal folds vibrate and
unvoiced sounds are made such as [k] and [f]. [14]
In figure 2.3 a simplified model for speech generation is given.

Vocal tract filter

t

t

Synthesized 

speech

Voiced

Unvoiced

Figure 2.3: Block diagram of speech generation.

The vocal tract can be modelled as an autoregressive (AR) process. The voiced sounds are
generated when the input is given as a pulse train also referred to as the glottal pulses. Un-
voiced sounds are made when the input is white noise. Linear predictive coding (LPC) relies
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on the model in figure 2.3 and the LP residuals consist mainly of the glottal pulses [8]. LP
residuals are a whitened version of the speech.

As already mentioned, a key assumption of the input to the room is that it is iid and non-
Gaussian distributed. Two scenarios can be described for this assumption. One, if the residual
LPC filter is a minimum phase filter and applying the synthesized speech signal the output will
be the glottal pulses. The glottal pulses are then independent and non-Gaussian distributed,
this is the ideal scenario. Two, the minimum phase residual LPC filter is a linear filter which
because of the Central Limit Theorem (which says that the sum of independent and identi-
cally distributed random variables will approximately be Gaussian distributed) will make the
output more Gaussian. In this report it is assumed that the input to the room will be close
to being non-Gaussian distributed and therefore the first scenario is assumed to be valid.

2.3 Performance Metrics

The developed algorithms are to be evaluated on many different levels. In this section the used
metrics are defined and explained. The selected metrics are algorithm complexity, measured
in the number of used multiplications, and the impulse-to-noise ratio. The impulse-to-noise
ratio is used when testing the algorithms ability to dereverberate early and late reflections
and when testing the convergence speed of the algorithms. The algorithm complexity is used
when comparing the algorithms with a digital signal processor, with respect to a real time
implementation.

An important metric for the hearing aid application is the complexity of the developed al-
gorithm. A hearing aid has limited computational powers and therefore it is important that
the algorithms are as effective as possible. In this project computational complexity is de-
termined to be proportional to the number of multiplications. Other important metrics are
execution time (measured in seconds or clock cycles) and the amount of required memory for
program and data storage. The execution time and memory requirements will however not
be analysed in this project, but an estimate of how far the algorithms are from a real time
application will be considered.

During the development of the algorithm it is convenient to have a measure of how well
the filter equalizes the room. According to equation 2.2 the perfect equalizer filter convolved
with the RIR will result in a delayed unit impulse (a Kronecker delta). When the approxi-
mation of the inverse filter is imperfect the unit impulse will be corrupted by noise, see figure
2.4.
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2.3 Performance Metrics

t

d

n

1

Figure 2.4: Unit impulse response d corrupted by noise n where the entire convolution result is d+ n.

The noise n in figure 2.4 can be seen as additive noise in the convolution result of g(n) ∗h(n).
The processed speech will then be corrupted by convolution noise. This is illustrated in figure
2.5.

Speech
Processed

speech

Delay

Convolution noise

Figure 2.5: The convolution result.

The metric will be useful for comparing different algorithms since the convolution between the
RIR and the equalized filter can always be performed, provided that the RIR is known. In
this project the metric will be called the impulse-to-noise ratio (INR). The idea is to compare
the energy in the unit impulse with the energy in the noisy signal. Since the unit impulse is
always scaled to one in the implemented algorithms the INR is defined as:

INR ,
d2

s2 − d2
=

1
s2 − 1

[−] (2.7)

where: d is the magnitude of the unit impulse [-]
s is the magnitude of the convolved filters in equation 2.2 [-]

The properties of the INR is that when the value is below one it means the noise contains
more energy than the unit impulse. When the value is exactly one the unit impulse and the
noise have equally sized energy. As the noise energy decreases towards zero the INR will
increase towards infinity. The INR is adopted from information theory, where it is known as
signal-to-interference ratio (SIR), see for example [10].

In this chapter project definitions were made. In the next chapter it is shown how a non-
minimum phase can be inverted. The used methods are however not applicable in a blind
dereverberation approach and they are purely presented to provide problem insight.
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3
Inversion of a Non-Minimum Phase Filter

In this section the inversion of a known filter impulse response is described. In the project the
room impulse response is unknown, but the basic inverse filter theory will provide a mathe-
matical basis which is useful and therefore the inversion of the known RIR is presented.

A desirable property of the inverted filter is that it is stable and causal. These two properties
will be used throughtout the section and therefore they are defined here [15]

• If the region of convergence (ROC) contains the unit circle the filter is stable. Stability
means that the output of the filter is bounded when its input is bounded.

• If the ROC extends outwards from the outermost pole (away from the center of the unit
circle) the filter is causal. Causality means that the current output of the filter only
depends on the current and previous inputs.

Given the RIR it is important to determine whether the filter is minimum phase or not. If
the filter is minimum phase it means the direct inverse will be stable and causal [15]. As
described in chapter 1 the zeros of the minimum phase RIR are located inside the unit circle.
When the filter is inverted the locations of the poles and zeros will swap hence the zeros will
become poles and vice versa. The following example illustrates the swapping of pole and zero
locations:

H(z) =
1− 0.2z−1

1− 0.5z−1
(3.1)

⇓

Hinv(z) =
1

H(z)
=

1− 0.5z−1

1− 0.2z−1
(3.2)

11



Inversion of a Non-Minimum Phase Filter

where: H(z) is the RIR [-]
Hinv(z) is the inverse of the RIR H(z) [-]

Figure 3.1(a) and 3.1(b) illustrates the pole zero plot for the minimum phase filter and the
inverse minimum phase filter respectively.
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(a) The minimum phase filter.
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(b) The inverse minimum phase filter.

Figure 3.1: Pole zero plots of the minimum phase filter and its inverse given in equation (3.1) and (3.2).

If the RIR is non-minimum phase the corresponding inverse filter will be either unstable or
noncausal because at least one pole will be outside the unit circle. However there exist a
method to obtain the minimum phase inverse of the non-minimum phase RIR and thereby
preserve the amplitude response. In section 2.1 it was described how the non-minimum phase
filter can be divided into a minimum phase and an all-pass filter. The following example
illustrates how it is done. The starting point is the non-minimum phase filter:

H(z) =
1− 2z−1

1− 3/4z−1
(3.3)

The pole-zero plot of the filter is shown in figure 3.2.
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Figure 3.2: Pole-zero plot of the non-minimum phase filter in equation (3.3).

Using the decomposition method described by Oppenheim et al. in [15] the zero lying outside
the unit circle (at z = 2) is reflected into the unit circle at the reciprocal location (z = 1/2).
Furthermore a pole is added in the same location. If the filter coefficients are complex it is
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necessary to use the reciprocal conjugate.

H(z) =
1− 2z−1

1− 3/4z−1
· 1− 1/2z−1

1− 1/2z−1
(3.4)

= 2 · 1/2− z−1

1− 1/2z−1
· 1− 1/2z−1

1− 3/4z−1
(3.5)

= Hall(z) ·Hmin(z) (3.6)

where: H(z) is a non-minimum phase RIR [-]
Hall(z) is an all-pass filter [-]
Hmin(z) is a minimum phase filter [-]

The corresponding pole-zero plots of the two new filters are given in figure 3.3. Notice how
the zero in z = 2 in figure 3.2 has a corresponding reciprocal pole in the all-pass filter (figure
3.3(a)) and how the zero is reflected into the reciprocal location in the minimum phase filter
in figure 3.3(b). Using the definitions of stability and causality given in the introduction to
this section, it is evident that the ROC for the two filters can extend outwards and contains
the unit circle that is both filters are stable and causal.
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(a) The all-pass filter.
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(b) The minimum phase filter.

Figure 3.3: Pole-zero plots of the all-pass and minimum phase filters given in equation (3.5).

After the decomposition has been performed it is interesting to analyse the effect on the
frequency response of the filters.
The frequency response of the RIR filter in equation (3.3) is illustrated in figure 3.4, and the
response of the two filters generated via the decomposition is illustrated in figure 3.5. The
all-pass filter has a flat 0 dB amplitude response, hence it’s name, and the minimum phase
filter has a amplitude response equal to the original non-minimum phase RIR. The sum of the
two phase responses equals the phase response of the non-minimum phase RIR. The sampling
frequency is set to 1 Hz in the example.
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Inversion of a Non-Minimum Phase Filter
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Figure 3.4: Amplitude and phase response of the non-minimum phase filter in equation (3.3).
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(a) The all-pass filter.
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(b) The minimum phase filter.

Figure 3.5: Amplitude and phase response of the all-pass and minimum phase filters given in equation
(3.5).

Inverting the three filters by using the approach in equation (3.2) the pole-zero plots will be
as illustrated in figure 3.6 and figure 3.7.
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Figure 3.6: Pole-zero plot of the inverse non-minimum phase filter.
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3.1 Inversion using the FFT
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(a) The inverse all-pass filter.
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(b) The inverse minimum phase filter.

Figure 3.7: Pole-zero plots of the inverse all-pass and minimum phase filters.

According to the definition of stable and causal filters it is obvious that the non-minimum
phase RIR and the all-pass filter (figure 3.6 and 3.7(a)) cannot be both stable and causal
because the pole in both filters lies outside the unit circle (in z = 2). If noncausality is ac-
ceptable the filters can be made stable by letting the ROC extend inwards towards the center
of the unit circle and thereby containing the unit circle itself. The minimum phase filter in
figure 3.7(b) is stable and causal.

The example illustrates how a non-minimum phase filter can be decomposed into an all-pass
and a minimum phase filter. Furthermore it shows that the inverse of the non-minimum phase
and the all-pass filter cannot be stable and causal at the same time. If an noncausal all-pass
filter is permitted it is however possible to implement the inverse of the original non-minimum
phase filter via the noncausal inverse all-pass filter and the inverse of the minimum phase filter.
The example was made with a filter given in the discrete frequency domain (the z-domain).
In the next section the inversion of a filter given in the discrete time domain is described.

3.1 Inversion using the FFT

The perfect equalization of the RIR can be done at the cost of a noncausal equalization impulse
response, which however can be made causal by introducing a delay. This is shown for the
RIR in equation (3.3) in the following example. The RIR and the frequency response is given
in figure 3.8.
When the RIR, defined in the discrete time domain, has to be inverted a useful approach is
to Fourier transform the impulse response to the discrete frequency domain and then invert
the filter as described in the previous example. When the filter has been inverted the inverse
Fourier transform is applied and the inverse RIR is obtained.
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Inversion of a Non-Minimum Phase Filter
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Figure 3.8: Room impulse response, amplitude, and phase response of the non-minimum phase filter
in equation (3.3).

Next the approach described in the previous sectin is used to invert the Fourier transformed
RIR. The amplitude and phase response is given for the inverse RIR in figure 3.9
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Figure 3.9: Amplitude and phase response of the inverse of the Fourier transformed RIR.

As the phase response shows the group delay is positive, hence the inverse filter is noncausal
due to the pole in z = 2. The cost of a stable filter is as mentioned introducing a delay, shown
in figure 3.10. The delay is implemented by using FFT shifting after the inverted system has
been inverse Fourier transformed.
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3.1 Inversion using the FFT
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Figure 3.10: Introducing a delay such that the inverse RIR becomes causal.

The convolution of the RIR and its inverse is given in figure 3.11.
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Figure 3.11: Convolution of the RIR and its inverse.

The result of the convolution is a perfect Kroenecker delta with an impulse to noise ratio
(INR) equal to infinity, meaning that all the energy of the signal is in the single impulse.

The example showed how the RIR, defined in the time domain can be inverted by using
the FFT and the inverse FFT.

In this project the non-minimum phase RIR is unknown and therefore another approach has
to be used. A direct estimation of the inverse RIR is desired and the approach will be based
on higher-order statistics and an information theoretic approach. Chapter 4 will describe
the basics of HOS and the use of information theory. In the following chapters the different
approaches are analysed.
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4
Deconvolution using Statistical Techniques

In chapter 3 it was shown that the inverse RIR could be determined if the RIR is known. The
RIR is however not given which leads to the two general approaches: estimation of the RIR
and then finding its inverse or the direct estimation of the inverse RIR. As already mentioned
the approach of this project is the direct estimation of the inverse RIR.
In figure 4.1 the general setup for the dereverberation problem, which will be used throughout
the report, is shown.

h

y(n)

x(n)

s(n)

r(n)

g

room equalizer



White, 
non-Gaussian 

process



Non-white, Gaussian
process



White, 
non-Gaussian 

process

Figure 4.1: Block diagram of the dereverberation problem. s(n) is the desired speech signal, x(n) is
the reverberated signal, and y(n) is the dereverberated signal.

The setup consists of the original desired speech signal, s, which is assumed to be a white,
non-Gaussian process. That it is white denotes that its samples are zero mean iid random
variables. The room represented by the RIR, g, and the speech are unknown, only the received
signal x(n) = s(n) ∗ g(n) is known. The objective is therefore to determine the inverse RIR,
h(n), such that r(n) = g(n)∗h(n) = δ(n−d), where d denotes the introduced delay, such that
y(n) = s(n− d).

Figure 4.2 shows the main approaches, which are considered for use on the blind speech
dereverberation problem: a higher-order-statistics approach and an information theoretic ap-
proach.
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Deconvolution using Statistical Techniques

Deconv.
approach

Direct
inverse

RIR
estimation
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Information
theory

Figure 4.2: Overview of the approaches to the deconvolution problem.

The two following sections will briefly describe the HOS and information theoretic approach
for direct estimation of the inverse RIR.

4.1 Higher-Order Statistics

The main advantage of using HOS follows by the assumption that the received signal, x(n),
can, by the central limit theorem (CLT), be considered as being Gaussian distributed. The
CLT states that the distribution of the sum of independent and identical distributed (iid) sig-
nals is approximately Gaussian [16]. A reverberated speech signal is a multipath signal, and it
is represented as weighted, delayed, and summed copies of the same signal. This means that
the reverberated signal, x(n), can very roughly be considered as being Gaussian distributed
with respect to the desired speech signal, s(n). This entails that the samples of x will be
statistically dependent. All Gaussian distributed signals have HOS equal to zero. In the in-
troduction to this chapter it was stated that the input signal to the algorithm was assumed
non-Gaussian distributed. The idea is therefore to establish a cost function that maximizes
the HOS of the reverberated signal, which entails that the processed signal should obtain a pdf
that is non-Gaussian, that is the room impulse response has been removed and any statistical
dependencies over time has been removed. The assumption is then that the obtained signal
approximates the desired direct speech signal.

In section 4.3 the general theory of HOS will be given. The notation and definitions will
be used throughout the report. First however the information approach to blind speech dere-
verberation will be described.

4.2 Information theory

The concept of information is defined first with inspiration from [17]. Basically information
is whatever a source transmits to a receiver over a channel, where the channel in this project
is the room. The amount of information transmitted must therefore be related to the uncer-
tainty that occurs at the receiver side. The information is then a function of the probability
of occurrence for an event, that is the information of an event I(event) , f(P (event)). If an
event has a small possibility of happening the information is high, and if the event is very likely
to occur the information is low, hence for event A and B, then I(A) > I(B) for P (A) < P (B).
In short this means that the amount of information only depends on the probability of the
occurrence and not on the content of the event. The function used for information is defined
as the logarithm of the probability of the event, I(A) , f(P (A)) , − log(P (A)), where the
base of the logarithm is the exponential function in the following chapter.
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4.3 Higher-Order Statistics Theory

Relating this to figure 4.1 it is first noted that each speech sample, s(n), will be affected by
the room and the resulting observed samples, x(n), will be corrupted by delayed and weighted
versions of itself. From an information theoretic point of view this entails that the information
each sample, s(n), contains about the speech has been changed. It will therefore be analysed
if deconvolution can be performed by altering the information of each sample, x(n).

The information approaches presented in chapter 6, operate on basis of the entropy of the
signal x. Entropy, denoted H(event), is defined in information theory as the average infor-
mation each sample carries, that is it describes the average uncertainty of each event. For the
event A, H(A) , E[I(A)] = −E[log(P (A))]. If the sample carries no new information the
entropy is zero and if the the sample carries no redundant information maximum entropy has
been obtained.

The following two chapters will analyse the HOS and information theory methods and their
relations. Chapter 5 deals with the kurtosis approach and chapter 6 deals with the information
approach. For each method, articles will be presented, implementations will be made and pros
and cons will be analysed.

Before the kurtosis method is presented in chapter 5, a brief introduction to the general
HOS theory will be given in the following section.

4.3 Higher-Order Statistics Theory

In this section basic HOS theory is presented. The purpose is to explain the definitions of
3rd and 4th order moments and cumulants and the use of them. The main reasons for using
HOS (3rd, 4th, ... , nth-order) is that the 2nd order cumulant is phase blind, that is it does
not preserve phase information about the filter, and that the 3rd and 4th order cumulants are
equal to zero, when the input is a Gaussian process.

Given the system illustrated in figure 4.3 it is shown in the following, that the autocovariance
of the output does not contain any information about the phase of the filter.

hx y(n)

Figure 4.3: A single input single output filter system. The input x is stationary white noise and the
filter h is stable and causal.

The autocorrelation my
2 of the output y is defined as

my
2(τ) , E [y(n)y(n+ τ)] (4.1)

and the autocovariance is defined as

cy2(τ) , E [y(n)y(n+ τ)]− (E [y(n)])2 = my
2(τ)− (my

1)2 (4.2)

where: my
1 is the mean of y, which is defined as E [y(n)]

If y(n) is zero-mean the autocorrelation is equal to the autocovariance. In appendix A the
autocovariance of y(n) is defined in terms of x and h. Furthermore the autocovariance is
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Deconvolution using Statistical Techniques

Fourier transformed yielding the power spectrum Sy2 (f) given in equation (A.4) and repeated
here

Sy2 (f) = F {Cy2 (τ)}
Sy2 (f) = |H(f)|2 Sx2 (f) (4.3)

where: F is the Fourier transform operator
Sx2 (f) is the power spectrum of x(n) [-]

Examining equation (4.3) it is clear that the phase information is lost, because the frequency
response H(f) of the filter is squared, which means only the amplitude response is preserved.
Since the phase information is required for system identification when the system is not mi-
nimum phase, it is necessary to use a more advanced metric when estimating the system
response: the HOS cumulants.

The HOS cumulants are based on HOS moments. Actually the mean and the autocorre-
lation presented above are the 1st and 2nd order moments, and the autocovariance is the 2nd
order cumulant. Given a real, stationary discrete time signal x(k) the nth order moment is
defined as [5, Eq. 18]

mx
n (τ1, τ2, ..., τn−1) , E [x(k)x(k + τ1)x(k + τ2)...x(k + τn−1)] (4.4)

The nth order cumulant is given as [18, Eq. 2.5]

cum [x1, x2, ..., xn] =
n∑
p=1

(−1)p−1(p− 1)! · E

[∏
i∈s1

xi

]
· E

[∏
i∈s2

xi

]
· · ·E

∏
i∈sp

xi

 (4.5)

where: p denotes the partions
si is the set of integers in the ith partion

To examine the use of equation (4.5) the 3rd order cumulant is calculated in the following.
When p = 1, one set is required. Since all numbers from 1 to n,(n = 3) has to be used when
generating sets the set for p = 1 has to contain all values. When p = 2, two sets are required.
Again all numbers have to be used, but in this case several partions containing two sets and
all numbers can be made [18]

p = 1 s1 = {1, 2, 3}
p = 2 s1 = {1} s2 = {2, 3}

s1 = {2} s2 = {1, 3}
s1 = {3} s2 = {1, 2}

p = 3 s1 = {1} s2 = {2} s3 = {3}

Inserting the sets s1, s2, and s3 into equation (4.5) yields

cum [x1, x2, x3] = E

[∏
i∈s1

xi

]
︸ ︷︷ ︸

p=1

−E

[∏
i∈s1

xi

]
E

[∏
i∈s2

xi

]
︸ ︷︷ ︸

p=2

+2E

[∏
i∈s1

xi

]
E

[∏
i∈s2

xi

]
E

[∏
i∈s3

xi

]
︸ ︷︷ ︸

p=3

= E [x1x2x3]− E [x1] · E [x2x3]− E [x2] · E [x1x3]− E [x3] · E [x1x2]
+ 2E [x1] · E [x2] · E [x3]
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4.3 Higher-Order Statistics Theory

Setting x equal to a real stationary random process that is x1 = X(k), x2 = X(k+τ1), and x3 =
X(k+τ2) the above equation can be rewritten noting that cum [X(k), X(k + τ1), X(k + τ2)] =
cx3(τ1, τ2) and using the definition of moments in equation (4.4)

cx3(τ1, τ2) = E [X(k)X(k + τ1)X(k + τ2)]− E [X(k)] · E [X(k + τ1)X(k + τ2)]
− E [X(k + τ1)] · E [X(k)X(k + τ2)]− E [X(k + τ2)] · E [X(k)X(k + τ1)]
+ 2E [X(k)] · E [X(k + τ1)] · E [X(k + τ2)]

= mx
3(τ1, τ2)−mx

1 [mx
2(τ1) +mx

2(τ2) +mx
2(τ1 − τ2)] + 2(mx

1)3 (4.6)

Previously it was determined that the autocovariance does not preserve the phase. In the
following it is shown that the higher order cumulants preserve the phase. The starting point is
the third order cumulant cy3(τ1, τ2) defined in equation (4.6). Since the moments of order one
and two do not preserve phase information the focus is on the third order moment my

3(τ1, τ2).
Using the definition in equation (4.4)

my
3(τ1, τ2) = E [y(k)y(k + τ1)y(k + τ2)] (4.7)

= E

[ ∞∑
m=−∞

h(m)x(k −m)
∞∑

n=−∞
h(n)x(k + τ1 − n)

∞∑
p=−∞

h(p)x(k + τ2 − p)

]

= E

[ ∞∑
m=−∞

∞∑
n=−∞

∞∑
p=−∞

h(m)h(n)h(p)x(k −m)x(k + τ1 − n)x(k + τ2 − p)

]
k′=k−m=

∞∑
m=−∞

∞∑
n=−∞

∞∑
p=−∞

h(m)h(n)h(p)E
[
x(k′)x(k′ +m+ τ1 − n)x(k′ +m+ τ2 − p)

]
=

∞∑
m=−∞

∞∑
n=−∞

∞∑
p=−∞

h(m)h(n)h(p)mx
3(m+ τ1 − n,m+ τ2 − p)

n=m+q r=m+p
=

∞∑
m=−∞

∞∑
q=−∞

∞∑
r=−∞

h(m)h(m+ q)h(m+ r)mx
3(τ1 − q, τ2 − r)

=
∞∑

q=−∞

∞∑
r=−∞

mh
3(q, r)mx

3(τ1 − q, τ2 − r)

= mh
3(q, r) ∗ ∗mx

3(τ1 − q, τ2 − r) (4.8)

where: ∗∗ denotes a two dimensional convolution

Fourier transforming the nth order moment function yields [18, Eq. 3.45]

Mx
n (ω1, ω2, ..., ωn−1) ,

∞∑
τ1=−∞

· · ·
∞∑

τn−1=−∞
mx
n (τ1, τ2, ..., τn−1) exp [−j (ω1τ1 + ω2τ2 + ...+ ωn−1τn−1)]

(4.9)

and rewriting using [18, Eq. 3.47]

Mx
n (ω1, ω2, ..., ωn−1) = X(ω1) ·X(ω2) · · ·X(ωn−1) ·X∗(ω1 + ω2 + ...+ ωn−1) (4.10)
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Deconvolution using Statistical Techniques

This means equation (4.8) can be transformed to

F {my
3(τ1, τ2)} = My

3 (f1, f2) = F
{
mh

3(q, r) ∗ ∗mx
3(τ1 − q, τ2 − r)

}
(4.11)

My
3 (f1, f2) = F

{
mh

3(q, r)
}
· F {mx

3(τ1 − q, τ2 − r)}

= Mh
3 (f1, f2) ·Mx

3 (f1, f2)
= H(f1)H(f2)H∗(f1 + f2) ·Mx

3 (f1, f2) (4.12)

The above equation illustrates that the 3rd order moment (and its cumulant in equation
(4.6)) preserves the phase. The result can be expanded to higher order moments as well. The
Fourier transformed 3rd order moment is known as the bispectrum and the 4th order moment
is referred to as the trispectrum.
Now that the 2nd and higher order moments and cumulants have been defined they can
be applied to a simple example. Given a minimum phase and a non-minimum phase the
autocorrelation (2nd order moment) and the 3rd order moment is calculated to illustrate that
the 2nd order moment is incapable of distinguishing between the two systems.

HMP (z) = (1− az−1)(1− bz−1) ⇒ yMP (k) = x(k)− (a+ b)x(k − 1) + abx(k − 2)

HNMP (z) = (1− az)(1− bz−1) ⇒ yNMP (k) = (1 + ab)x(k)− bx(k − 1)− a(k + 1)

where: HMP (z) is a minimum phase filter with the zeros inside the unit circle [-]
HNMP (z) is a non-minimum phase filter with one zero inside and one zero
outside the unit circle [-]
a is a filter coefficient |a| < 1 [-]
b is a filter coefficient |b| < 1 [-]

The moments are calculated using equation (4.1) and (4.7), 2nd and 3rd order moments,
respectively. For example the 2nd order moment for the minimum phase filter is (assuming
that x(k) is an independent sequence)

my
2(τ) = E [yMP (k)yMP (k + τ ]

= E [(x(k)− (a+ b)x(k − 1) + abx(k − 2))(x(k + τ)− (a+ b)x(k − 1 + τ) + abx(k − 2 + τ))]
my

2(1) = E [(x(k)− (a+ b)x(k − 1) + abx(k − 2))(x(k + 1)− (a+ b)x(k) + abx(k − 1))]
= −(a+ b)− (a+ b) · ab = −(a+ b)(1 + ab) (4.13)

Results for other combinations of moments and delays is given in table 4.1.
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4.3 Higher-Order Statistics Theory

Moment Minimum phase Non-minimum phase
cy2(0) 1 + (a+ b)2 + a2b2 (1 + ab)2 + a2 + b2

cy2(1) −(a+ b)(1 + ab) −(a+ b)(1 + ab)
cy2(2) ab ab

cy2(τ > 2) 0 0
cy3(0, 0) 1− (a+ b)3 + a3b3 1 + 3ab+ 3a2b2 + 2a3b3

cy3(1, 1) (a+ b)2 − (a+ b)a2b2 (1 + ab)b2 − a(1 + ab)2

cy3(2, 2) a2b2 −ab2
cy3(τ1 > 2, τ2 > 2) 0 0

Table 4.1: 2nd and 3rd order moments for minimum and non-minimum phase filters. Based on [5,
Table 1].

Analysing the table it is clear that the 2nd order moment cannot distinguish between the
minimum and the non-minimum phase filter. When the 3rd order moment is applied the
difference between the two filters becomes apparent.

The nth order cumulant for x(k) being a non-Gaussian, stationary random signal can also
be defined as [5, Eq. 19]

cxn (τ1, τ2, ..., τn−1) , mx
n (τ1, τ2, ..., τn−1)−mG

n (τ1, τ2, ..., τn−1) (4.14)

Note that the above equation is only defined for n = 3 and n = 4. The 2nd order cumulant
is the autocovariance defined in equation (4.2). The parameter mG

n is the nth order moment
of a Gaussian signal with mean and autocorrelation equal to x(n). If x(k) is also Gaussian
the cumulant will be zero since mx

n = mG
n . This proves that the 3rd and 4th order cumulants

are not affected by Gaussian noise, which is a very useful property. In [5] it is stated that the
cumulants are also zero for all higher orders. Furthermore the 3rd order cumulant is also zero
if the examined random process is symmetrically distributed [5].

Finally it is worth mentioning three commonly used parameters, which are defined for zero
delay (τ1 = τ2 = τ3 = 0) and zero mean (mx

1 = 0), that is the moment equals its cumulant, [5,
Eq. 25]

cx2(0) = E
[
x2(n)

]
= γ2

x (4.15)

cx3(0, 0) = E
[
x3(n)

]
= γ3

x (4.16)

cx4(0, 0, 0) = E
[
x4(n)

]
− 3 ·

(
γ2
x

)2 = γ4
x (4.17)

where: γ2
x is the variance [-]
γ3
x is the skewness [-]
γ4
x is the kurtosis [-]

The latter parameter is defined as the normalized kurtosis when the formula for calculation is
[6, eq. (2)]

γ4
xN =

E
[
x4(n)

]
(γ2
x)2

− 3 (4.18)

The kurtosis is a measure of peakedness and if the analysed distribution has many large values
in the middle and small values at the tails it is called leptocurtic and has a positive kurtosis.
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Deconvolution using Statistical Techniques

If the distribution is the opposite of the leptocurtic that is with large tail values or even just
flatly distributed it is platycurtic and has a negative kurtosis.
This concludes the brief presentation of higher-order statistics. The theory will be used in
chapter 5
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5
Kurtosis Approach

In this chapter the class of kurtosis maximization algorithms performing blind deconvolution
is presented. The basic idea is to maximize the kurtosis of the received reverberated speech
signal. The assumption is that the incoming signals are iid hence using the CLT the signal
can be assumed to be Gaussian distributed. The algorithms are then used to maximize the
kurtosis of the signal and since the kurtosis can be thought of as a measure of peakedness it will
lead to an algorithm, which moves the signal away from the Gaussian distribution. The most
important property is that the non-Gaussian signal is equal to the original speech signal if the
kurtosis of the speech equals the kurtosis of the equalized signal, since moving the reverberated
speech away from being Gaussian distributed, the impact of the RIR on the speech is removed.
The maximization of the kurtosis can be performed and implemented in several different ways,
but basically the algorithms can be divided into two categories: the constrained and the
unconstrained updating. As illustrated in figure 5.1 the presented unconstrained algorithms
are based on steepest ascent algorithms where the presented constrained algorithms are based
on either closed-form solutions or steepest ascent methods.

Kurtosis
Approach

Constrained

Un-
constrained

Stochastic
gradient

Closed-form

Stochastic
gradient

Figure 5.1: Various approaches using the kurtosis approach. They are all presented in this chapter.

First an interesting unconstrained algorithm is presented in the next section.
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5.1 Unconstrained Maximization

In [6] Gillispie et al. present an unconstrained optimization algorithm. The LP residuals in
clean speech have strong peaks (high kurtosis) due to the glottal pulses but for reverberated
speech they are spread in time (low kurtosis). The approach is therefore to maximize the
kurtosis in LP residuals. [6] also uses the kurtosis of LP residuals as performance metric for
the algorithm. A steepest ascent algorithm is presented where the cost function is given as
the normalized kurtosis in equation (4.18). The block diagram for the algorithm is given in
figure 5.2.

A(z)
LP analysis

h(n)
Adaptive filter

A-1(z)
LP synthesis

feedback 
function

x(n)  nx~  ny~

f(n)

y(n)

Figure 5.2: Block diagram of the steepest ascent algorithm based on [6, fig. 2 (a)].

The adaptive filter h(n) is controlled by the feedback function f(n) given by the chosen cost
function (described later on). Assuming linearity for the filters, the LP artifacts generated in
the LP synthesis, can be avoided by the equivalent block diagram shown in figure 5.3. The
cost is an extra filter.

A(z)
LP analysis

h(n)
Adaptive filter

feedback 
function

 ny~

f(n)

y(n)h(n)
Adaptive filter

copy coefficients

x(n)

 nx~

Figure 5.3: Modified block diagram such that LP artifacts are avoided, based on [6, fig. 2 (b)].

The general idea is to maximize the chosen cost function. This is done by differentiating
the cost function, J(n), with respect to the filter coefficients h(n) and then update the filter
h(n + 1) in the direction the cost function increases the most. To assure that the algorithm
ascends for each time step n the following requirement is made

J(h(n+ 1)) > J(h(n)) (5.1)

The update is then given by

h(n+ 1) = h(n) + µ∆h

= h(n) + µ
∂J(h(n))
∂h(n)

(5.2)

where: µ is the step size 0 < µ < 1 [-]
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5.1 Unconstrained Maximization

The step µ is introduced such that the algorithm does not adapt to some present gradient
noise which of course is a trade off to convergence speed. The update step is illustrated in
figure 5.4.

μ∆h

∆h

h(n)

Maximum 
kurtosis

Figure 5.4: The algorithm update using the weighting factor µ such that gradient noise is avoided.

The update in equation (5.2) satisfies the ascent requirement in equation (5.1). This can be
shown using the 1st order Taylor expansion around h(n)

J(h(n+ 1)) ' J(h(n)) +
(
∂J(h(n))
∂h(n)

)T
(h(n+ 1)− h(n))

= J(h(n)) + µ

∥∥∥∥∂J(h(n))
∂h(n)

∥∥∥∥2

(5.3)

Knowing that 0 < µ < 1 the requirement in equation (5.1) is satisfied.

The iterative algorithm should maximize the cost function given by the normalized kurto-
sis of the LP residuals (for simplicity the time index n is ignored). From equation (4.18) the
cost function is given by

γ4
xN = J((h)) =

E[ỹ4]
E2[ỹ2]

− 3 (5.4)

where: ỹ(n) is the LP residual of y(n) [-]

The gradient of J with respect to h is now given as

∂J((h))
∂h

=
4E[ỹ3x̃]E2[ỹ2]− 4E[ỹ4]E[ỹ2]E[ỹx̃]

E4[ỹ2]

=
4
(
E[ỹ3x̃]E[ỹ2]− E[ỹ4]E[ỹx̃]

)
E3[ỹ2]

(5.5)

According to [6, eq. (4)] the gradient can be approximated to

∂J((h))
∂h

'

(
4
(
E[ỹ2]ỹ2 − E[ỹ4]

)
ỹ

E3[ỹ2]

)
x̃ = f x̃ (5.6)

where: f is the feedback function [-]

E[ỹ2(n)] and E[ỹ4(n)] are the sampled mean estimates and they can be calculated recursively.
The steepest ascent algorithm is then given by

h(n+ 1) = h(n) + µ
∂J(h(n))
∂h(n)

(5.7)

= h(n) + µf(n)x̃(n) (5.8)
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where

f(n) =
4
(
E[ỹ2(n)]ỹ2(n)− E[ỹ4(n)]

)
ỹ(n)

E3[ỹ2(n)]
(5.9)

E[ỹ2(n)] = βE[ỹ2(n− 1)] + (1− β)ỹ2(n) (5.10)

E[ỹ4(n)] = βE[ỹ4(n− 1)] + (1− β)ỹ4(n) (5.11)

where: β is the weighting factor in the recursive update [-]

In this section an unconstrained method for kurtosis maximization was presented. In the next
section experimental results performed on the algorithm is given.

Experimental Results

The steepest ascent algorithm in [6] is implemented and tested with regards to the impulse-
to-noise ratio, which is defined in equation (2.7). The Matlab implementation is located on
the CD in the directory Algorithms/KurtMax.m.
The used test signal, s, is pseudo random iid samples drawn from the cosh(·) distribution. This
distribution is described and substantiated in the information approach to blind deconvolution,
which is presented in chapter 6. The length of the test signal is set to 100 · 103 samples such
that the algorithm will reach convergence. For all tests the recursive weighting factor β is 0.99.
Because the non-minimum phase RIR have zeros and poles, the algorithm will be tested on a
16 tap all-pole RIR and a 16 tap all-zero RIR, which are each others inverse. First however
the convergence ability of the algorithm is analysed on a simpler 3 tap IIR filter, where the
coefficients have been chosen so that they can be reused in the 16 tap filters and approximate
the weighting value of a real echo.

HRIR(z) =
1

1− 0.5z−1 + 0.4z−2
(5.12)

The above definition means that the RIR can be equalized by the use of a 3 tap FIR filter,
that is the algorithm only needs to adjust three filter coefficients. The convergence capability
of the algorithm can be examined in several different ways.
First the performance landscape for the algorithm is analysed (illustrated in figure 5.5). The
performance landscapes are made by deconvolving the reverberated signal and determining
the kurtosis value for every combination of the coefficients h1 and h2 in the FIR equalizer
filter HEQ(z) = 1 + h1z

−1 + h2z
−2. In figure 5.5(a) the cost function is evaluated directly on

the reverberated test signal, that is, the LP block in figure 5.3 is removed. In figure 5.5(b) the
performance landscape using the LP block on the same signal is illustrated. The landscape
in 5.5(a) shows that the algorithm will be able to converge to the correct inverse filter by
maximizing the kurtosis value of the reverberated test signal. Furthermore the landscapes
show that if the direct signal, s, consists of iid samples, the LP residuals should not be used,
because this will lead to filter coefficients associated with the maximum kurtosis value that
do not correspond to the correct inverse RIR.
Previous work show that a more complex RIR will have several local maxima, e.g. [19]. The
performance landscape in 5.5(b) shows that even though the correct ”hill” is reached by the
algorithm the algorithm will not converge to the correct inverse RIR. For the following tests
the LP block is therefore removed.
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(a) Performance landscape using the reverberated test signal.
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(b) Performance landscape using the reverberated LP residuals.

Figure 5.5: Performance landscape for the kurtosis approach using the 3 tap IIR filter defined in
equation (5.12).

In figure 5.5(a) the maximum kurtosis value is K(Y) = 1.382 and it appears for h1 = −0.54,
h2 = 0.43. This entails that K(Y) > K(S), where K(S) = 1.133. However the difference in
the kurtosis values is very small and will not affect the convergence of the algorithm heavily.
In figure 5.6 the performance landscape of the algorithm is plotted using the INR metric.
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Figure 5.6: The INR performance landscape for the 3 tap IIR. Note that the perfect inverse filter
HEQ(z) = 1− 0.5z−1 + 0.4z−2 results in an INR value equal to infinity. For illustration purposes the
value has been replaced with INR = 104 = 80 dB.

The above figure illustrates that there is a direct connection between the performance land-
scape in figure 5.5(a) and the selected INR performance metric and that the INR metric is
very sensitive to the values of the filter coefficients.

Because it now has been established that the performance landscape using kurtosis is valid
and that the perfect inverse filter is located in the global maximum (when the LP block is
omitted) the algorithm is executed on the 3 tap IIR filter. First the algorithms dependency
on the step size is examined simply by measuring the INR and the kurtosis value for several
step sizes. The test is made for a filter length L = 3 and the results are shown in figure 5.7.
The tests have been made for the regular algorithm presented in the previous section and for
a modified version, suggested by the project group, where the filter coefficient h0 is set to
one after each iteration. By doing this the algorithm is assisted towards the correct solution,
hence better results are obtained. This is also illustrated in figure 5.7 where the modified
algorithm achieves an INR value which is 30 dB larger than the regular algorithm. In the rest
of the tests presented in this chapter the modified algorithm is therefore used. The modified
algorithm will force the first filter coefficient to one, and if the coefficient in the correct inverse
RIR is e.g. 0.2 it means that the rest of the filter coefficients in the estimated inverse RIR will
be 1/0.2 = 5 times larger than the correct values. This leads to an amplitude scaling of the
output, which is no problem in a Matlab implementation, but in a fixed-point system overflow
may occur.
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Figure 5.7: The INR and kurtosis metrics as a function of the step size.

The maximum INR is achieved for a step size equal to 1.21 ·10−5 using the modified algorithm,
called h0 normalized algorithm, and therefore this value is used in the following tests. Notice
that the algorithm converges to a fairly good result when the step size is larger than 1.21 ·10−5

as well. Even though the algorithm obtains filter coefficients that are close to the correct
solution the INR value drops as compared to the the kurtosis value, which is more or less
constant. This difference can be explained by examining the kurtosis and INR performance
plots in figure 5.5(a) and 5.6. The latter figure has a large, sharp peak, hence the INR is very
sensitive to the filter coefficient, and the former figure has a more wide and flat top which
means that the kurtosis value does not change much when the filter coefficients change.
The reason why the regular algorithm obtains less good results is that it has a much slower
convergence, because it is not assisted as the modified algorithm is. This is illustrated in
figure 5.8 where the two algorithms have been implemented using a step size of 4 · 10−6 and
1.21 · 10−5 in the regular and modified algorithms respectively. The figure shows that the
modified algorithm converges towards the correct solution and that the regular algorithm
does not converge after analysis of the first 100 · 103 samples. As mentioned earlier only the
modified algorithm is used in the following tests.
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Figure 5.8: The evolution of the three coefficients in the 3 tap FIR equalizer using the regular and
the modified kurtosis maximization algorithms. The correct solution is that h0, h1, and h2 equal their
corresponding values of the RIR filter.

Figure 5.9 shows the performance landscape in figure 5.5(a) as a contour plot together with
15 of the gradients, which the algorithm calculates during a run. The gradient is defined in
equation (5.6). The gradients are stochastic hence a single gradient might have the wrong
direction, but the mean of all the gradients for the specific point in the contour plot must
aim in the correct direction for the algorithm to work. Therefore the gradients in the plot are
an average of gradients in 50 · 103 points. Because of the stochastic gradients the step size
is utilized to weigh each gradient, which was also shown in figure 5.4. The figure shows that
gradients move towards the minimum which indicates that the algorithm is working properly.
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Figure 5.9: A contour plot of the performance landscape and 15 gradients calculated using the kurtosis
maximization algorithm. The low kurtosis values are blue and green, and the high kurtosis values are
red and brown. The initial value for the filter coefficients h1 and h2 is zero.

The purpose of the steepest ascent algorithm is as mentioned earlier to locate the maximum
kurtosis, which in the current case is at h1 = −0.5 and h2 = 0.4. Figure 5.9 indicates
that the algorithm is able to adjust the filter coefficients towards the inverse RIR, but the
figure also illustrates that the algorithm is not capable of making the final adjustments of
the coefficients, since the gradients near the maximum drift around the center. If knowledge
about the convergence rate existed the step size could be updated as the algorithm approaches
convergence. However, this is not the case in blind deconvolution.
The fact that the algorithm can adjust very closely to the correct inverse RIR filter is supported
by figure 5.10. The figure illustrates eight convolutions of the RIR and the equalizer filter
during the simulation, which was also used to generate figure 5.9.
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Figure 5.10: Convolution of the RIR g and the equalizer filter h at different points during the simulation
of 100 · 103 samples.

Analyzing the figure 5.10 it is clear that the convolution, sample after sample approaches the
inverse RIR filter, that is the highest INR. Figure 5.11 shows the final convolution from figure
5.10 and a zoom on the convolution noise, which is in the order of 3 · 10−3.
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Figure 5.11: Final convolution of the RIR g and the equalizer filter h together with a zoom on the
convolution noise.

The fact that the algorithm approaches the correct solution is finally consolidated with figure
5.12 which shows how the filter coefficients change during the simulation. The coefficients
moves towards the maximum point, but after that is reached they still fluctuate closely around
the correct values.
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Figure 5.12: The evolution of the three coefficients in the 3 tap FIR equalizer.

Together figure 5.9, 5.10, and 5.12 illustrate that the kurtosis maxization algorithm is able
to adjust towards the correct solution, but that is not able to fine tune the filter coefficients
to reach the perfect inverse RIR. The overall performance is however acceptable since the
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filter coefficients get quite close to the correct ones and therefore the kurtosis maximization
algorithm is applied to more complicated filters.

The next RIR, which is used for testing is an infinite impulse response (IIR) filter given by

HRIR(z) =
1

1− 0.5z−11 + 0.4z−15
(5.13)

This means that the RIR given by equation (5.13) can be deconvolved with a 16 tap FIR
filter. The reasoning behind choosing the 16 tap IIR filter is that it is a little closer to a real
RIR as compared to the 3 tap IIR filter in equation 5.12. The delays in the 16 tap filter entail
that the coefficients can be considered to add echoes in stead of colourization to the signal,
which was the case for the 3 tap IIR filter without delays. In chapter 7 a filter with echoes
even further away from the direct speech is tested.
Performance landscapes for the kurtosis approach for this RIR are shown in figure 5.13. In the
plots only coefficient h1 and h2 in the equalizer filter HEQ(z) = [1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0h1 0 0 0h2]
are changed.
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(a) Performance landscape using the reverberated test signal.
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(b) Performance landscape using the reverberated LP residuals.

Figure 5.13: Performance landscapes for the kurtosis approach.

The same conclusion as in figure 5.5 is reached, that is when the input signal, s consists of
iid samples the LP block must be omitted from the algorithm. Doing this means that the
maximum kurtosis value is located at the perfect inverse RIR.
In figure 5.14 the performance of the algorithm is illustrated using the INR metric. The INR
is evaluated as a function of the step size and β = 0.99 for different filter lengths. The optimal
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filter length is expected to be L = 16, because the perfect inverse of the RIR, which is an IIR
filter, will need to have 16 taps just as the RIR.
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Figure 5.14: Performance of the kurtosis approach used on the RIR in equation (5.13).

It is seen that the performance of the algorithm is sensitive to the step size and that the filter
length L = 17 is almost as good as the expected and theoretical equalizer filter, which has a
filter length L = 16. The sensitivity of the step size can be explained by the INR landscape,
which is similar to the landscape shown in figure 5.6. The figure illustrates that the INR value
changes dramatically, when the filter is close to the correct solution.

Next the algorithm is tested on the all-zero RIR given by

HRIR(z) = 1− 0.5z−11 + 0.4z−15 (5.14)

Because the RIR is a FIR filter the exact inverse filter is an IIR filter. The algorithm only
works with FIR filters and therefore it is necessary the estimate the IIR using a FIR. This
will lead to worse results than for the opposite situation, since the approximation of the IIR
using the FIR adds extra errors to the system. In theory the optimal length of the equalizer
is infinite. Note that a real life RIR will be a FIR filter as well. The algorithm has been run
with different filter lengths analyzing the dependency on the step size. The results are given
in figure 5.15.
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Figure 5.15: Performance of the kurtosis approach used on the RIR in equation (5.14).

As expected the performance is much lower with respect to INR as compared to the previous
results. The reason is that the algorithm now have to adjust many more filter coefficients to
a more complicated RIR.

5.2 Constrained Maximization

The analysis of unconstrained maximization of the kurtosis of the reverberated LP residuals
indicates that approaching the highest kurtosis value does not necessarily lead to the inverse
RIR. Constrained maximization of the kurtosis is therefore analysed to evaluate if it is possible
to control the maximization. The examined previous work is the work by Jelonnek et al. and
Shalvi et al in [20] and [21], respectively. In [20] the following criteria for power and kurtosis
is derived such that perfect equalization for the system in figure 4.1 is obtained. The speech
signal, s, is assumed to be an iid signal.

E[y] = E[s]
∑
n

|r(n)|2 (5.15)

K(y) = K(s)
∑
n

|r(n)|2 (5.16)
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where: K(·) denotes the kurtosis of the signal [-]

The same criteria is used in [21]. Again the idea is to maximize K(y) such that s(k) = δ(k−d).
This leads to the following constrained maximization

max K(y)
subject to E[y] = E[s] (5.17)

In [20] a steepest ascent algorithm is derived for equation (5.17), where in [21] a closed-form
solution based on the eigenvalues is obtained. However the project group questions the use
of a constraint on the speech signal s which is not known. Furthermore the algorithm in
[20] is based on the sign of s. Therefore the project group does not suggest the constrained
maximization in 5.17 for further analysis. The project group has not come across any other
constrained criteria in previous work.

5.3 Summary

In this chapter the kurtosis approach to blind speech dereverberation was analysed. Both con-
strained and unconstrained approaches were considered, but only the unconstrained approach
was by the project group assumed reasonable for blind dereverberation. A steepest ascent al-
gorithm for kurtosis maximization was implemented successfully with a maximum INR value
of 94.7 dB for a three tap RIR using 100 ·103 input samples. The LP residuals in the algorithm
are not suggested as input to the algorithm if the source signal is iid, because the performance
landscape was changed dramatically, when the LP residuals were used. Actually the maximum
kurtosis value did not match the correct equalized filter. In general the algorithm experienced
difficulties converging to the correct filter. The project group therefore suggested that the first
filter coefficient of the equalizing filter is set to one after each iteration. The project group
finds this an appropriate solution, because it is just a control of the gain of the direct signal.
Furthermore it will constrain the algorithm from producing an entire zero valued output. The
fundamental problem for the algorithm is however that it is possible to obtain higher kurto-
sis values for the processed output as compared to the source signal, that is K(y) > K(s).
This means that even though it can be shown that if K(y) = K(s), deconvolution has been
obtained, then it is possible to exceed the value of K(s), and if K(y) >> K(s) convergence
to the correct solution will not be obtained. This extends the already known problem for the
kurtosis approach, that the performance landscape of a complex RIR will suffer from many
hills, which means that even though the correct hill is reached by the algorithm, it might not
converge as expected.
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Information Approach

In this chapter an information theoretic approach will be taken to the blind deconvolution
problem illustrated in figure 4.1. The idea of using this approach was briefly described in
section 4.2.In general there are two approaches when altering the information content of an
event (in this context sample). These are shown in figure 6.1.

Information
approach

Minimum
entropy

Maximum
entropy

Parametric

Non-
parametric

Figure 6.1: The information approaches presented in this chapter.

The method presented in section 6.1 maximizes the entropy because this will remove the
redundancy introduced by the room. The second method presented in section 6.3 minimizes
the entropy because the entropy metric is maximum when the input is Gaussian. Minimization
therefore leads to moving the signal away from being Gaussian, hence removing the room
effect. The main difference between the two methods is that the maximum entropy algorithm
in its general definition is parametric and the minimum entropy method is nonparametric.
Parametric means that a priori knowledge is available and utilized in the given algorithm.
Nonparametric means that knowledge about the analysed signal’s structure is not available
e.g. the pdf of the signal is unknown [22]. An example of a nonparametric measure of a pdf
is a histogram. Actually the minimum entropy algorithm only requires the source signal s(n)
to be non-Gaussian and white.
The descriptions of the methods are structured as follows. First the idea behind the algorithm
and the necessary theory is presented. Then the mathematical formulation of the algorithm
is derived and finally the algorithm is implemented and tested. The tests consist of plots of
the performance surface and the algorithms dependency on various parameters as compared
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to the INR value defined in section 2.3. Furthermore the algorihtms’ ability to converge will
be examined.

6.1 Maximum Entropy

In chapter 4 the general setup for the blind deconvolution problem was introduced in figure 4.1.
As explained by the CLT the RIR, g, caused the reverberated speech, x, to consist of non iid
and Gaussian distributed samples. From an information point of view the room output, x, can
therefore be viewed as redundant samples and blind deconvolution as redundancy reduction.
In redundancy reduction the mutual information, I(·, ·), between two samples, denoted z(i)
and z(j), must be minimized, min I(z(i), z(j)), where z is a random vector. As stated in [9] the
mutual information between samples includes cumulants of all orders and not just fourth order
cumulants as in the kurtosis maximization approach. The goal in this information approach is
therefore to weight these HOS such that statistical independency between samples is obtained.

In [9] Bell et al. present an algorithm for minimizing the mutual information based on the
joint entropy, H(z(i), z(j)). The joint entropy and the mutual information are related by [9,
Eq. 4.1]

H(z(i), z(j)) = H(z(i)) +H(z(j))− I(z(i), z(j)) (6.1)

where: H(z(i)) is Shannon’s entropy of the sample z(i) [-]

Throughout the section Shannon’s entropy is just referred to as entropy
From equation (6.1) I(z(i), z(j)) is minimized when H(z(i), z(j)) is maximized. Bell et al.
state that it is not guaranteed that the global minimum of I(z(i), z(j)) will be reached because
of interference by H(z(i)) and H(z(j)). The joint entropy is defined by [11, p. 35]

H(z) = −E[log fZ(z)] (6.2)

where: fZ(z) is the pdf of z [-]

When z is constrained to be finite between the interval a ≤ z(i) ≤ b, a < b for all i, the
maximum entropy, H(z), is obtained when the probability of each sample z(i) are all equal,
hence the fZ(z) should correspond to the uniform distribution. This is shown by the following.
The index i is ignored for simplicity in the following proof.

max H(z) = −
∫ b

a
fZ(z) log f(z)dz

subject to
∫ b

a
fZ(z)dz = 1 (6.3)

The Lagrangian is then

L(H(z), λ) = −
∫ b

a
f(z) log fZ(z)dz + λ

(∫ b

a
fZ(z)dz − 1

)
=
∫ b

a
(−fZ(z) log fZ(z) + λfZ(z)) dz − λ (6.4)
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The entropy of a continuous random variable is a concave function. Differentiating equation
(6.4) with respect to fZ(z) and setting the result equal to zero the maximum distribution is
obtained

∂

∂fZ(z)
L(H(z), λ) = 0⇔ 0 = −1− log fZ(z) + λ

fZ(z) = eλ−1 (6.5)

The constraint is then used to determine the Lagrangian multiplier, λ∫ b

a
eλ−1dz = 1

eλ−1 =
1

b− a
(6.6)

The uniform distribution is thereby obtained

fZ(z) =
{

1
b−a for a ≤ z ≤ b
0 otherwise

(6.7)

and the proof is complete.
An input-output function that ensures an uniform density function on the output is the cu-
mulative density function (cdf), FZ(z), [23]. This approach is illustrated in figure 6.2.

fX(x)

f z
(z

)

z = q(y) = q(hTx)

0

01 h0
y

x
x

z

0

1

Figure 6.2: The input-output function is approximated to the cdf of the input producing in the optimum
case an uniform distribution on the output z. Based on [9, Figure 1].

Because the input-output function is a cdf then 0 ≤ z ≤ 1 and the constraint for maximizing
H(z) is thereby maintained. By approximating the corresponding cdf to the input, each input
sample of x is proportional to its expected probability producing an uniform distribution on
the output in the optimum case [23]. This approach introduces the block diagram in figure
6.3.
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g h

Maximize 
entropy

s(n) x(n)

z(n) Sigmoid
q(·)

y(n)

Figure 6.3: The maximum entropy principle applied to a blind deconvolution problem. Based on [10,
Figure 1a].

In figure 6.3 the approximated cdf is denoted ”sigmoid”, q(y(n)), that is q(y(n)) is a monotone
increasing, continuous function, satisfying limy(n)→−∞ = 0 and limy(n)→∞ = 1 for all n, [24].
The procedure for the algorithm presented in the above block diagram is as follows: first
choose a sigmoid q(y) that in the ideal case is the cdf of the speech s, then update the filter
coefficients of h according to this sigmoid. If the algorithm converges to the correct filter h,
that is g(n) ∗ h(n) = δ(n − d), an uniform distribution will be obtained for z. Note that the
dereverberated speech is y and not z. In this algorithm z is just a part of the cost function J
used to update the equalizer filter h. The algorithm for updating h is derived next.

Let x = [x(1) x(2) ... x(M)]T , y = [y(1) y(2) ... y(M)]T , and the filter coefficients h = [h0

h1 ... hL−1]T be defined by the M ×M convolution matrix H, where M ≥ L, such that the
output of the algorithm is given by

 y(1)
...

y(M)

 =



h0 0 · · · 0 0 · · · 0
h1 h0 · · · 0 0 · · · 0
...

...
...

...
...

hL−1 hL−2 · · · h0 0 · · · 0
0 hL−1 hL−2 h1 h0 · · · 0
...

...
...

...
...

0 0 · · · hL−1 hL−2 · · · h0



 x(1)
...

x(M)

 = Hx (6.8)

The relationship z = q(y) = q(Hx) was illustrated in figure 6.2. The pdfs fZ(z) and fX(x)
are in [25, p. 183] related by

fZ(z) =
fX(x)

detJ(x)
(6.9)

Where the jacobian, J(x), is an M ×M matrix given by

J(x) =
∂z(i)
∂x(j)

=


∂z(1)
∂x(1)

∂z(1)
∂x(2) · · · ∂z(1)

∂x(M)
...

...
...

∂z(M)
∂x(1)

∂z(M)
∂x(2) · · · ∂z(M)

∂x(M)

 ,
1 ≤ i ≤M
1 ≤ j ≤M (6.10)

From equation 6.9 the entropy H(z), defined in equation 6.2, which should be maximized, can
be written as

− log fZ(z) = − log fX(x) + log |detJ(x)|
H(z) = H(x) + E[log |detJ(x)|] (6.11)
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H(x) is not affected by the filter matrix H, so maximizing H(z) corresponds to maximizing
detJ(x). For doing so it is convenient to rewrite J(x) using the chain rule ∂z

∂x = ∂z
∂y ·

∂y
∂x

J(x) =


∂z(1)
∂y(1) ·

∂y(1)
∂x(1)

∂z(1)
∂y(1) ·

∂y(1)
∂x(2) · · · ∂z(1)

∂y(1) ·
∂y(1)
∂x(M)

...
...

...
∂z(M)
∂y(M) ·

∂y(M)
∂x(1)

∂z(M)
∂y(M) ·

∂y(M)
∂x(2) · · · ∂z(M)

∂y(M) ·
∂y(M)
∂x(M)



=


∂y(1)
∂x(1)

∂y(1)
∂x(2) · · · ∂y(1)

∂x(M)
...

...
...

∂y(M)
∂x(1)

∂y(M)
∂x(2) · · · ∂y(M)

∂x(M)

�


∂z(1)
∂y(1)

...
∂z(M)
∂y(M)


= H�

[
∂z(i)
∂y(i)

]
(6.12)

Where � denotes that the vector
[
∂z(i)
∂y(i)

]
is multiplied element-wise with each column in H.

Noting that the convolution matrix H is a lower triangular matrix the determinant of J(x) is
given by

detJ(x) = detH ·
M∏
i

∂z(i)
∂y(i)

= hM0 ·
M∏
i

∂z(i)
∂y(i)

(6.13)

Before maximizing the determinant detJ(x) with respect to the filter coefficients h, the sigmoid
q(y) is chosen. As stated previously in this section the sigmoid is in the ideal case equal to the
cdf of the speech s. This means that the sigmoid is chosen based on a priori knowledge of the
input s, and hence not estimated via the reverberated speech x. The fact that the sigmoid is
fixed when running the algorithm, entails that the performance of the algorithm relies much
on this a priori knowledge of s. In figure 6.4 a typical pdf, fS(s), and cdf, FS(s) of speech is
shown. The pdf and cdf are for a single random variable s.

fs(s)

s0

(a) A typical pdf for speech.

Fs(s)

s0

(b) A typical cdf for speech.

Figure 6.4: Typical pdf and cdf for speech, based on[9, fig. 2(b)].

The hyperbolic tangent function, tanh(·), is suggested in [9] for approximating the cdf in
figure 6.4(b). However z = tanh(y) is bounded for the interval −1 ≤ z(i) ≤ 1. The project
group therefore suggests z = 0.5(1 + tanh(y)), for further analysis. This entails that 0 ≤
z(i) ≤ 1 which corresponds to the requirement of a cdf. Using this choice for the sigmoid, the
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update rule for the filter h is derived. Taking the logarithm to equation (6.13) and letting
z = 0.5(1 + tanh(y)), equation (6.13) becomes

log |detJ(x)| = M · log h0 +
M∑
i=1

log
∣∣∣∣ 0.5
cosh2(y(i))

∣∣∣∣
= M · log h0 +

M∑
i=1

log 0.5− 2
M∑
i=1

log | cosh(y(i))| (6.14)

First the update of the leading term in h that is h0 is derived. This variable has the objective
to align the sigmoid with the input pdf of x [9], see the dashed line in figure 6.2. Differentiating
equation (6.14) with respect to h0 the update becomes

∆h0 = M · 1
h0
− 2

M∑
i=1

1
cosh(y(i))

· sinh(y(i)) · x(i)

= M · 1
h0
− 2

M∑
i=1

tanh(y(i)) · x(i) (6.15)

For the remaining terms in h, that is hj+1, j = {0, ..., L− 2}, the update rule is

∆hj+1 = −2
M∑

i=j+1

tanh(y(i)) · x(i− j) (6.16)

Equation (6.15) and (6.16) are implemented as a steepest ascent algorithm. The general form
of the steepest ascent was introduced for the kurtosis maximization approach in equation (5.7).

Evaluation of Sigmoids

The choice of y = 0.5 · (1 + tanh(·)) as a good estimator for the cdf of the desired speech by [9]
is evaluated next. In figure 6.5 an example of a short speech sequence is shown together with
the histogram approximating the pdf of the sequence. The speech was recorded by Bang &
Olufsen, [26], in an anechoic chamber as described in appendix F. The bottom figure shows the
approximated cdf of the speech (using the Matlab function ecdf()) and the chosen sigmoid
y = 0.5 · (1 + tanh(·)). It is seen that the sigmoid is not a good estimator for the cdf of the
speech. The slope of the cdf for the speech is much steeper, than for the sigmoid, around
zero.
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Figure 6.5: An example of a speech sequence. The histogram of the speech approximates the pdf of the
speech. The bottom figure shows the approximated cdf of the speech together with the chosen sigmoid
y = 0.5 · (1 + tanh(·)).

Figure 6.6 shows the same as figure 6.5 but for a zero-mean, unit variance Gaussian distributed
sequence. It is clear that the sigmoid is a much better estimator of the cdf for a Gaussian
sequence than for a speech sequence.
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Estimated cdf of the Gaussian distributed signal
0.5*(1+tanh(p))

Figure 6.6: A Gaussian distributed sequence with the matching histogram. The bottom figure shows
the approximated cdf of the Gaussian distributed sequence together with the chosen sigmoid y =
0.5 · (1 + tanh(·)).

This observation is further illustrated in figure 6.7. Figure 6.7(a) and 6.7(b) show histograms
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of the input and output of the sigmoid for a zero-mean and unit variance Gaussian distributed
sequence and speech sequence, respectively. The same speech sequence as in figure 6.5 is used.
As previously stated, if the sigmoid equals the cdf of the input an uniform distribution will be
obtained for the output of the sigmoid. Figure 6.7(b) therefore shows that y = 0.5·(1+tanh(·))
is not a good estimator for the cdf of the speech sequence. However, an approximately uniform
distribution is obtained for the Gaussian distribution on the output of the sigmoid. This entails
that by choosing this sigmoid the algorithm will converge closely to a Gaussian distribution
and not a non-Gaussian distribution as desired. Therefore the project group does not suggest
the sigmoid y = 0.5 · (1 + tanh(·)) as an appropriate estimator for the cdf of the speech.
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(a) A Gaussian distributed sequence and histogram
of the output of the sigmoid y = 0.5 · (1 + tanh(·)).
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(b) Speech sequence and histogram of the output of
the sigmoid y = 0.5 · (1 + tanh(·)).

Figure 6.7: The effect of y = 0.5 · (1 + tanh(·)) as sigmoid.

The sigmoid mismatching with the desired cdf is an important research area for further de-
velopment. Bell et al. suggest the flexible logistic differential equation, ∂z/∂y = zp(1 − z)r,
where real numbers p and r are chosen according to the a priori knowledge of the source. In
the case of speech Bell et al. suggest p = r = 5. However the logistic differential equation
must be solved by numerical integration followed by a parametric estimation of the sigmoid y.
Bell et al. do not pursuit this approach any further, and experimental results of the algorithm
are only reported for the equations (6.15) and (6.16).

To overcome the cdf mismatch a simple and flexible sigmoid, that can easily be adjusted
to the a priori knowledge of the source is needed. Furthermore a sigmoid that leads to a
simple update of the filter coefficients in h is desired. Figure 6.5 shows that the slope of
tanh(·) around the mean value of the speech is too small compared to the slope of the esti-
mated cdf of the speech. It will therefore be desirable to adjust the slope of the sigmoid to
the desired cdf. The project group therefore suggests that this is done by multiplying the
argument of tanh(·) with a constant a, a ∈ R. This sigmoid proposal also has the desired
advantage of a simple update of h. The sigmoid z, proposed by the project group, and its
matching pdf ∂z

∂y then becomes

z = 0.5(1 + tanh(a · y)) (6.17)
∂z
∂y

=
a

2 cosh2(a · y)
(6.18)

It can easily be shown that
∫∞
−∞

a
2 cosh(ay) = 1 for a ∈ R which meets the requirements of a pdf.

In figure 6.8 the proposed sigmoid with a = 5 is compared to the estimated pdf of the speech
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sequence, the sigmoid for a = 1, and the zero-mean, unit variance Gaussian distribution. The
estimated cdf is for the same speech sequence as before.
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Figure 6.8: Comparison of the proposed sigmoids.

From the figure it is seen that the proposed sigmoid closely fits the estimated cdf of the speech.
The matching pdf also obtains a much higher peakedness (high kurtosis) as compared to the
Gaussian and regularly tanh(·), hence it is super-Gaussian, and fits the estimated pdf of the
speech. The estimated pdf is based on the normalized histogram of the speech. Based on
this, the flexible sigmoid in equation 6.17 meets the requirements and is used in the further
development of the algorithm. The update of h then becomes

∆h1 = M · 1
h1
− 2a

M∑
i=1

tanh(a · y(i)) · x(i) (6.19)

∆hj+1 = −2a
M∑

i=j+1

tanh(a · y(i)) · x(i− j) (6.20)

Experimental Results

The maximum entropy approach is implemented using equation (6.19) and (6.20) and as in
the case with the kurtosis approach, described in section 5.1, tested for its ability to decon-
volve all-pole RIR and all-zero RIR filters. The performance landscape of the cost function
will also be analysed. The Matlab implementation is located on the CD in the directory
Algorithms/InfoMax.m.

It is important to test the algorithm with a known source signal s which has been sampled from
a known distribution. This entails that the used sigmoid has to correspond with the cdf of s.
In the evaluation of sigmoids, the project group suggested the sigmoid z = 0.5(1 + tanh(ay))
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in equation (6.17), where a could be adjusted according to the source signal. The source signal
should therefore be distributed according to the pdf given by (6.18)

fS(s) =
a

2 cosh2(a · s)
(6.21)

In figure 6.8 the value a = 5 seems like a reasonable choice for speech, and is therefore chosen
when generating a test sequence to make sure that the test sequence approximates the pdf of
speech. In order to be able to sample from the distribution in equation (6.21) an accept/reject
algorithm has been implemented. The algorithm is described in appendix B and located at the
enclosed CD in the directory Algorithms/rejectsample.m. In figure 6.9 the distribution is
shown in the uppermost plot. The histogram of the output of the cdf closely approximates the
uniform distribution which indicates that the sampling is in accordance with the desired pdf.
For illustration purposes the pdf and corresponding cdf have been compared to the estimated
pdf and cdf of a zero-mean, unit variance Gaussian distribution. The distributions diverges
which indicates that the output of the algorithm will not move towards a Gaussian distributed
sequence. As mentioned earlier this means that the room effect is removed from the received
signal.
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Figure 6.9: The estimated pdf and cdf of the test sequence compared to a Gaussian distribution.

First the algorithms ability to converge is tested. As in the kurtosis approach the convergence
is analysed on a simple RIR that is a 3 tap all-pole filter with the coefficients [1 -0.5 0.4]. The
filter is defined in equation (5.12). It is thereby possible to make a perfect inverse deconvolution
using a 3 tap FIR filter, that is L = 3. The sequence x (room output) consists of a total of
30 · 103 samples and M = 100 samples. The sigmoid is used with a = 5 and an initial filter
equal to h =[1 0 0] is used. Furthermore the modification, where the filter coefficient h0 is set
to one, is also utilized. This idea was presented during the tests of the kurtosis maximization
algorithm in section 5.1. The project group has performed the same tests as in that section
and obtained results similar to the ones shown in figure 5.7 and 5.8. Therefore the modification
is also applied to the maximum entropy algorithm.
In order to analyse the ability of the algorithm to converge to the correct filter a performance
landscape is made. The performance landscape is a histogram based on the output of the
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6.1 Maximum Entropy

sigmoid, z. The entropy is then calculated for the filter coefficients −2 ≤ hi ≤ 2, i = {1, 2} in
the equalizer filter. Figure 6.10 shows the performance landscape with the coefficient h1 that
is the filter is set to [1 h1 0.4].
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Figure 6.10: Performance plot for the distribution of z, where h1 is varied.

As expected an almost uniform histogram is obtained for h1 = −0.5. For h1 < −1 and h1 > 0
the number of samples, with values close to z = 0 and z = 1, are significantly increased which
emphasizes that the sigmoid does not match the cdf of the samples. The performance land-
scape also shows that the algorithm could have difficulties to converge to the correct equalizing
filter because the histogram is close to uniform in the range of −1 ≤ h1 ≤ 0. However it will
later be shown that this is not the case. It should be mentioned that the performance land-
scape cannot be illustrated as a function of both h1 and h2, which would change the landscape
because it would require a four dimensional plot.

Figure 6.11 illustrates the INR performance surface for the algorithm, when using the 3 tap
IIR filter. The conclusion is equal to the one stated in the kurtosis approach namely that the
perfect inverse results in the largest INR value. In addition the figure shows that the INR
value is very sensitive to the filter coefficients hence it is a good metric, when evaluating the
equalizer filter. The figure furthermore indicates that the step size of the algorithm is very
critical because if the step size is too big the filter coefficients cannot be adjusted properly,
which again will lead to a significantly decreased INR.
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Figure 6.11: INR performance surface for the maximum entropy algorithm equalizing the 3 tap IIR
filter. Notice that the perfect inverse is set equal to 80 dB for illustration purposes. The real value is
equal to infinity.

Now that the regular and the INR performance surfaces have been evaluated and it has been
concluded that the performance surface will lead to the correct inverse RIR, the algorithm
is applied to a reverberated signal. First however the maximum entropy algorithm is tested
with regards to its sensitivity to the step size. An initiating test showed that a step size in the
range of 10−6 ≤ step ≤ 10−5 gained the best results with regards to INR. In figure 6.12 the
INR is calculated as a function of the step size in the previously mentioned step size region.
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Figure 6.12: INR as a function of the step size.

The test shows that a 50 dB change in the INR is obtained within the plotted step size range.
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This emphasizes that the algorithm is very sensitive to the change in step size. The maximum
INR is 108.26 dB for a step size of 2.4 · 10−6. It is assumed that the step is a reasonable size
for other filters as well and therefore this step size is used and hold fixed for the following
tests.
The step size is very dependent on the input length in the sense that a small step size requires
more samples because it makes the algorithm converge slower. If the algorithm converges with
a smaller step size it will also lead to better results because the algorithm can adjust the filter
coefficients more accurately. For comparison reasons, described in chapter 7, the maximum
entropy algorithm has been tested on the same 3 tap IIR RIR as above, but this time 100 ·103

samples were used. The optimal step size was determined to be 1 · 10−6, and it resulted in a
maximum INR value equal to 111.71 dB. This result confirms the theory that a larger number
of samples combined with a smaller step size leads to a better filter hence a better INR value.

Next the algorithm is used to equalize the 3 tap IIR filter with the step size equal to 2.4 ·10−6.
The other parameters in the algorithm are set to the previously mentioned values. Figure
6.13 shows the convolution of the RIR and the equalizer filter at the beginning and end of the
sample sequence and at six intermediate points. Analyzing the figure it is clear that the al-
gorithm converges towards the correct solution since the subplots approach a Kronecker delta
function and because the INR continually increases.
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Figure 6.13: Convolution of the RIR g and the equalizer filter h. In the title of each subplot the INR
value for the current convolution is given together with the current sample number.

Figure 6.14 shows the final convolution from figure 6.13 and a zoom on the convolution noise
of that final convolution.
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Figure 6.14: Final convolution of the RIR g and the equalizer filter h. The lower subplot is a zoom on
the convolution noise in the upper subplot.

Figure 6.15 substantiates the conclusion that the maximum entropy algorithm converges to
the correct inverse filter. The figure shows how the three filter coefficients in the equalizer
filter approach the values of the filter coefficients in the RIR, which is the desired behaviour of
the algorithm. It is therefore concluded that the algorithm is able to converge to the correct
solution for a simple 3 tap IIR RIR.
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Figure 6.15: Evolution of the three filter coefficients in the equalizer FIR filter.

Next the algorithm is tested with regards to a more complicated all-pole filter given in the
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z-domain

HRIR(z) =
1

1− 0.5z−11 + 0.4z−15
(6.22)

This means the perfect equalizer filter will be a 16 tap FIR filter.
Once again M = 100 and the filter length L is tested as a function of the parameter a. The
parameter a is set such that it is possible to obtain sigmoids for sub-Gaussian (a << 1),
Gaussian (a ≈ 1) and super-Gaussian sequences (a >> 1) where the initial filter is h =[1 0 ...
0]. Figure 6.16 shows the results.
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Figure 6.16: INR as a function of the parameter a for different filter lengths deconvolving an IIR filter.

It would be expected that the maximum INR would be obtained for a = 5 for all filter lengths
because then the sigmoid equals the cdf of the source signal s. However as seen from the plots
the maximum INR values is located in the range 2 ≤ a ≤ 5. This can be explained from the
high sensitivity to the chosen step size. The advantage however, is that the results show that
the algorithm will perform well even though the sigmoid is not matched perfectly with the
cdf of the source, that is the sensitivity to a is not high. It is seen that a too small order of
the filter h results in a highly reduced INR. If the order of the filter is increased to much the
INR also starts to decrease because the extra filter coefficients adds convolution noise to the
system since the algorithm cannot terminate them.
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A much harder RIR to deconvolve is the all-zero FIR filter given by

HRIR(z) = 1− 0.5z−11 + 0.4z−15 (6.23)

The reason is that an IIR filter is required when equalizing the FIR in the equation above.
This means a much longer filter length is required since the IIR has to be approximated by a
FIR in the algorithm. In theory the optimal length is infinite. Note that a real life RIR will
be a FIR filter as well.
In this case M = 200 otherwise the parameters a and h are unchanged. In figure 6.17 the
results for this approach are shown.
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Figure 6.17: INR as a function of the parameter a for different filter lengths equalizing a FIR filter.

Notice that the INR values are decreased significantly compared to the all-pole RIR. The same
conclusions can be drawn as in the case of the all-pole RIR with respect to the choice of a.
The maximum INR value is obtained for a filter length of L = 75. If the filter length is higher
than this, it is simply better just to terminate these extra coefficients.

6.2 Summary

In this section the maximum entropy approach was considered for speech dereverberation. An
steepest ascent algorithm for this purpose was successfully implemented with a maximum INR
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of 111.71 dB for a tree tap RIR and an input of 105 samples. The project group presented
a flexible sigmoid, that easily can be adjusted to the a priori knowledge of the source. Tests
of the algorithm were made under optimum conditions, where the sigmoid where perfectly
matched with the pdf of the source signal. The project group suggested to hold the first filter
coefficient of the equalizing filter fixed and this resulted in better INR values as compared to
the original algorithm.

6.3 Minimum Entropy

In this section the principle of minimizing the entropy of the equalized signal (y(n) in figure
4.1) is presented. Many algorithms based on the principle of entropy minimization have been
published, but in this section the focus is on the work by Erdogmus et al. [10] and Principe et
al. [27], which are two closely connected articles. The original idea was presented by Bercher
et al. in [28]. Furthermore a method which is used for nonparametric estimation of probabi-
lity density functions is described in this section. This method is applicable to the minimum
entropy algorithm.

As mentioned in the introduction to chapter 4 the CLT can be applied to the received, re-
verberated speech and the signal can therefore be assumed to be Gaussian distributed. The
metric known as Shannon’s entropy presented in [11] becomes maximum when the input has
a Gaussian pdf and the variance is constant. This can be proved by the following equations

H(x) = −
∫
fX(x) log fX(x)dx (6.24)

The constraints are

σ2 =
∫
fX(x)x2dx 1 =

∫
fX(x)dx (6.25)

Combining the function, which is to be maximized, and the constraints yields

L(H(x), λ1, λ2) = −
∫
fX(x) log fX(x)dx+ λ1

(∫
fX(x)x2dx− σ2

)
+ λ2

(∫
fX(x)dx− 1

)
=
∫ (
−fX(x) log fX(x) + λ1fX(x)x2 + λ2fX(x)

)
dx− λ1σ

2 − λ21 (6.26)

Using the fact that the entropy of a continuous random variable is concave, and differentiating
the Lagrangian, L(H(x), λ1, λ2), with respect to fX(x) and setting the result equal to zero
gives

∂

∂fX(x)
L(H(x), λ1, λ2) = −1− log fX(x) + λ1x

2 + λ2 = 0

= eλ1x2
eλ2−1 (6.27)

Recognizing the similarities between the zero-mean Gaussian distribution and the Lagrangian
multipliers

λ1 = − 1
2σ2

λ2 = 1− 0.5 log(2πσ2) (6.28)

the pdf fX(x) equals the zero-mean Gaussian distribution and the constraints are therefore
satisfied. This completes the proof.
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If the Shannon entropy can be minimized by changing the filter it entails that the signal
is moved away from being Gaussian towards non-Gaussianty hence the room effect on the
signal is removed. The block diagram performing the minimization task is illustrated in figure
6.18. Unfortunately nonparametric estimation of Shannon’s entropy, which is desirable, is in
general not usable together with adaptive filtering [10], [29, Chapter 7].

g h

Minimize 
entropy

s(n) x(n) y(n)

Figure 6.18: The minimum entropy principle applied on a blind deconvolution problem. Based on [10,
Figure 1b].

In figure 4.1 it is stated that the input signal is white. When using the principle of entropy
maximization it is furthermore necessary to know the pdf of the input a priori, because the
algorithm requires an estimate of the corresponding cdf. The minimum entropy approach does
not require any a priori knowledge about the pdf hence it is more widely applicable. Actually
the approach only requires the input process to be non-Gaussian and white [27].

Erdogmus et al. suggest that Renyi’s entropy, which originally was presented by Renyi in
[30], is used as a generalization of the Shannon entropy. Renyi’s entropy is defined as [10, Eq.
2]

Hα(Y ) =
1

1− α
log
∫ ∞
−∞

fαY (y)dy (6.29)

where: Hα(Y ) is Renyi’s entropy of order α
Y is a continuous random variable with iid samples {y1, y2, ...}
fY (y) is the pdf of Y

Note that Renyi’s entropy is parametric that is it requires knowledge about the input Y
specifically the pdf of Y .
When α→ 1 Renyi’s entropy Hα(Y ) goes towards Shannon’s entropy HS(Y ) [10, Eq. 3]. The
equation is obtained by use of l’Hôpital’s rule.

HS(Y ) = −
∫ ∞
−∞

fY (y) log fY (y)dy = −EY [log fY (Y )] (6.30)

As proven earlier the Shannon entropy is the ideal Gaussianity measure in the sense that the
entropy is maximum when the process is Gaussian. Renyi’s entropy of orders different than
1 are however not equally good measures since they are not guaranteed to attain their ma-
ximum value when the input process is Gaussian, but because the nonparametric estimation
of Shannon is difficult to use together with adaptive filters Renyi’s entropy of other orders is
analysed further.

The idea behind the minimum entropy approach is the same as for the kurtosis approach,
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chapter 5, that is minimum entropy will lead to a distribution that is as far away from the
Gaussian distribution as possible. However as shown by the experimental results for the kur-
tosis approach in figure 5.5(a), there exist no direct link between a perfect deconvolution
(filtering with a pure delay) and the maximum kurtosis value. That is, in some experimental
results K(y) > K(s). It will now be shown that the minimum entropy of the processed signal
Hα(Y ) is always an upper bound for the entropy of the source signal, Hα(S). Furthermore it
will be shown that equivalence between the entropies, that is Hα(S) = Hα(Y ), can only occur
if and only if perfect deconvolution is obtained. First it is shown that entropy is not scale
invariant that is Hα(aS) 6= Hα(S), where the scaling factor a ∈ R. The correct result is

Hα(aS) = Hα(S) + log |a| (6.31)

Let Y = aS then
∫

1
|a|fS(ya)ds = 1 which entails that fY (y) = 1

|a|fS(ya). Solving for Hα(Y )

Hα(Y ) = Hα(aS) =
1

1− α
log
∫ ∞
−∞

fαY (y)dy

=
1

1− α
log
∫ ∞
−∞

(
1
|a|
fS

(y
a

))α
dy

=
1

1− α
log
∫ ∞
−∞

1
|a|α−1

fαS

(y
a

)
ds

=
1

1− α
log
(

1
|a|α−1

∫ ∞
−∞

fαS (s)ds
)

=
1

1− α
log

1
|a|α−1

+
1

1− α
log
∫ ∞
−∞

fαS (s)ds

= Hα(S) + log |a| (6.32)

The result in equation (6.32) is now used for the convolution y(n) =
∑

i r(i)s(n − i), where
r(n) = g(n) ∗ h(n), see figure 4.1.

Hα(Y ) = Hα

(∑
i

r(i)s(n− i)

)
≥ Hα (r(i)s(n− i)) (6.33)
= Hα(S) + log |r(i)| , ∀ i (6.34)

Where the Entropic Young’s inequality, [28], has been used in equation (6.33).
Equation (6.34) states that Hα(Y ) = Hα(S) if and only if the filter r is the Kronecker-delta
with or without a delay. Furthermore it shows that Hα(Y ) is the upper bound of Hα(S). This
means that minimization of Hα(Y ) leads to minimization of Hα(S) as well. From equation
(6.34) it is concluded that entropy minimization is an applicable approach for blind deconvo-
lution.

The next step is to define a cost function J based on Renyi’s entropy. If the cost function is
solely based on minimizing the entropy with no contraints, the filter coefficients will always
approach the trivial solution (all coefficients are equal to zero). Filtering with zero-valued
coefficients means the output will become zero hence Renyi’s entropy approaches −∞. Erdog-
mus et al. suggest a cost function that depends on the variance of the processed signal y to
avoid the zero-valued solution. The cost function is J(Y ) = Hα(Y )− 1

2 log V ar(Y ). However
experimental results with this solution changed the performance landscape dramatically. The
minimum entropy were no longer located at the coefficients for the correct deconvolution filter.
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The project group therefore suggests the solution, which was also presented for the kurtosis
maximization and maximum entropy approaches, that is is to hold the first coefficient fixed,
h0 = 1. This will constrain the algorithm to not approach the trivial solution. Furthermore
from an implementation point of view the computations required for calculating V ar(Y ) are
saved.

For the maximum entropy approach presented in the previous section, the pdf of the source
signal s was needed. This requires knowledge about the pdf of the source signal, s, for which
the entropy is calculated, that is the entropy is parametric and the choise of pdf is based on a
priori knowledge. The use of parametric functions is problematic because the statistics inclu-
ding the pdf of the source signal are inherently unknown in a blind deconvolution setup. The
minimum entropy approach has the advantage that it requires the pdf for the room output,
x, which can be estimated using nonparametric estimation of the pdf. One such method is
the Parzen window estimate which was presented by Parzen in [31]. The estimated pdf f̂Y (y)
is [10, Eq. 1]

f̂Y (yk) =
1
N

N+k−1∑
i=k

κσ(yk − yi) (6.35)

where: N is the length of the window
κ is the kernel function
σ is the size of the kernel

The use of nonparametric density estimation is described in appendix C. Another common
nonparametric density estimator is the histogram. For the minimum entropy algorithm the
Parzen window is chosen because it is a smooth and continuous estimate, which can be dif-
ferentiated. According to Principe et al. [27] the kernel is often chosen to be a Gaussian pdf
with zero mean. The kernel size is usually equal to the standard deviation of the kernel.
Combining Renyi’s entropy with the approximated pdf yields

Ĥα(Y ) =
1

1− α
log
[
EY

[
f̂α−1
Y (yk)

]]
(6.36)

=
1

1− α
log

 1
N

N+k−1∑
j=k

f̂α−1
Y (yj)


=

1
1− α

log

 1
Nα

N+k−1∑
j=k

(
N+k−1∑
i=k

κσ(yj − yi)

)α−1
 (6.37)

where

κσ(yj − yi) =
1√
2πσ

exp
(
− 1

2σ2
(yj − yi)2

)
(6.38)

In equation (6.36) the definition of expectation is used on Renyi’s entropy, which was defined
in equation (6.29).
The minimization of the estimated entropy in equation (6.37) can be performed by differ-
entiating with respect to the filter coefficients h. The cost function J with respect to hm,
m = {0, 1, ..., L− 1}, where yk = hTxk, xk = [xk, xk−1, ..., xk−L+1]T , is given by

J(h) =
1

1− α
log

 1
Nα

N+k−1∑
j=k

(
N+k−1∑
i=k

κσ(yj − yi)

)α−1
 (6.39)
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The differentiation of the cost function with respect to the equalizer filter h yields

∂J(h(k))
∂h

=
1

1− α
1

1
Nα

∑N+k−1
j=k

(∑N+k−1
i=k κσ(yj − yi)

)α−1 ·
∂

∂h

 1
Nα

N+k−1∑
j=k

(
N+k−1∑
i=k

κσ(yj − yi)

)α−1


=
1

1− α

(α− 1) 1
Nα

∑N+k−1
j=k

(∑N+k−1
i=k κσ(yj − yi)

)α−2

1
Lα
∑N+k−1

j=k

(∑N+k−1
i=k κσ(yj − yi)

)α−1 · ∂
∂h

(
N+k−1∑
i=k

κσ(yj − yi)

)

=
α− 1
1− α

∑N+k−1
j=k

(∑N+k−1
i=k κσ(yj − yi)

)α−2 (∑N+k−1
i=k κ′σ(yj − yi)

(
∂yj
∂h −

∂yi
∂h

))
∑N+k−1

j=k

(∑N+k−1
i=k κσ(yj − yi)

)α−1

= −

∑N+k−1
j=k

(∑N+k−1
i=k κσ(yj − yi)

)α−2 (∑N+k−1
i=k κ′σ(yj − yi) (xj − xi)

)
∑N+k−1

j=k

(∑N+k−1
i=k κσ(yj − yi)

)α−1 (6.40)

where κ′σ is the scalar in the differentiated Parzen window kernel given by

κ′σ(yj − yi) = − 1√
2πσ3

(yj − yi) exp
(
− 1

2σ2
(yj − yi)2

)
(6.41)

The differentiated cost function is inserted into a standard steepest descent algorithm. The
descent algorithm is equal to the ascent algorithm given in equation (5.7) except that the sign
of the step is changed.

Experimental Results

In this section the implemented minimum entropy algorithm is tested. The Matlab implemen-
tation is located on the CD in the directory Algorithms/MinEnt.m. The idea is to test the
algorithm on the RIR filters, which the kurtosis maximization and maximum entropy algo-
rithms where applied to in section 5.1 and 6.1 respectively. The filters are a 3 tap IIR, a 16
tap IIR and a 16 tap FIR. The input is the iid sequence, which was defined in section 6.1 using
the accept/reject method described in appendix B. The goal is to test the algorithm’s ability
to converge to the correct inverse filter and the precision of the obtained filter coefficients.
Before the algorithm itself can be tested it is however necessary to validate that the Parzen
window is able to estimate the pdf of the received signal x(n).

The validation of the estimate is made by using a measure of the divergence between the
estimated pdf and the original pdf defined in equation (6.21). The utilied measure is called the
Kullback Liebler divergence (KL divergence) and it was first presented in [32]. The divergence
D(f1(x)||f2(x)) between two pdfs f1(x) and f2(x) is defined as [32, Eq. 2.4]

D(f1(x)||f2(x)) =
∫
f1(x) log

f1(x)
f2(x)

dx (6.42)

The KL divergence has the special property that D(f1(x)||f2(x)) ≥ 0, with equality if and
only if f1(x) = f2(x). This property was presented and proved in Lemma 3.1 in [32].
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The Parzen window’s ability to estimate the pdf was tested for several window sizes N and
standard deviations σ, which is equal to the kernel size in the Gaussian kernel. Furthermore the
effect of the location of the Parzen window with respect to the current sample was examined.
The test was made for a window located backwards in time, that is the current sample is the
newest one, for a centered window where the current sample is in the center of the window
and for a window using future samples, that is the current sample is the oldest one in the
sequence. All results are given in appendix D.
The conclusion based on the results in appendix D is that the position of the window does not
affect the pdf estimate. Furthermore it can be deduced that a large window size, as expected,
combined with a small standard deviation gives the best estimate when the input sequence is
iid. Using a standard deviation equal to 0.1 generally results in the lowest divergence hence the
best estimate, independently of the window size. The problem with a large window size is that
it leads to more computations per estimation as compared to a smaller window. Furthermore
a small standard deviation results in a more varying estimate as compared to a large kernel
which leads to smooth, but as the results show incorrect estimates.
Figure 6.19 shows the estimated pdfs for four different combinations of window size N and
standard deviation σ. The used window type is located backwards in time.
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(a) N = 20, σ = 0.01.
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(b) N = 100, σ = 0.1.
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(c) N = 1000, σ = 0.1.
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(d) N = 2000, σ = 10.

Figure 6.19: Pdfs estimated with the Parzen window and the matching original pdfs.

Figure 6.19(a) and 6.19(d) show two estimated pdfs, which do no approximate the original pdf
very well. This is also reflected in the KL divergence which is 0.128 (written in the subplot
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legend) for each of the two estimates.
Figure 6.19(b) and 6.19(c) on the other hand estimates the original pdf reasonably well. When
using N = 1000 the KL divergence is lower and the estimated pdf is less noisy as compared
to the estimate for N = 100, but window size N = 100 is believed to a be a good trade off
between the number of computations and the quality of the pdf estimate.
The conclusion on the test is that the Parzen window is a valid pdf estimate, when the win-
dow size and standard deviation are selected carefully. Bad choices with regards to these two
parameters results in useless pdf estimates. The test shows that a window size N = 100 and
a standard deviation σ = 0.1 gives good estimates.

Now that the Parzen window has been validated the next task is to test the algorithm. First
the algorithm is applied to the simple 3 tap IIR defined in equation (5.12) and repeated here
for convenience.

HRIR(z) =
1

1− 0.5z−1 + 0.4z−2
(6.43)

As mentioned in earlier sections the RIR can be perfectly deconvolved using a 3 tap FIR filter.
The reasoning for using the simple filter is to analyse the effect of Parzen window length N,
standard deviation of the Gaussian kernel σ, filter length L and the step size in the steepest
descent algorithm. The effect of the entropy order is not analysed, because Erdogmus et al. in
[10, Fig. 3] showed that the signal-to-interference-ratio (SIR in the figure in the article [10]),
which is equal to INR, is not affected by the entropy order ranging from 0.1 to 6. The result
for Rmin for Laplacian Source in [10, Fig. 3] is the interesting one, since this is for minimum
entropy and a super-Gaussian source.

Before the minimum entropy algorithm is used to deconvolve the RIR given in equation 6.43
the performance surface is analysed. The surface itself, shown in figure 6.20 is determined
using the definition of Renyi’s entropy of order 2 and a Parzen window in equation (6.39).
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Figure 6.20: Performance surface for the minimum entropy algorithm. Based on the cost function in
equation (6.39).

As expected the global minimum of the cost function is located at the perfect inverse of the
RIR. Figure 5.6 illustrates the matching INR plot of the performance surface, and it confirms
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that the cost function will lead to a single solution.
Now that it has been validated that the cost function, hence the performance surface, results
in one global minimum the next step is to apply the algorithm to the signal which has been
passed through the filter in equation (6.43). The current algorithm is however slightly more
complicated than the kurtosis maximization and maximum entropy algorithms, because it
has several parameters which can be adjusted. Earlier in this section the Parzen windows
ability to estimate the pdf was evaluated and it was concluded that a window length which
is as large as possible is desirable, when the input sequence is iid. A very large window
will unfortunately lead to many more calculations as compared to a smaller window, and
furthermore the correlation, caused by the RIR, between the first and the last sample in such
a large window will be negligible. E.g. the current 3 tap IIR filter only affects roughly 20
samples at a time as illustrated by figure 6.21 where it is seen that the ”tail” of the impulse
response is approximately zero after 20 samples.
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Figure 6.21: The impulse response of the IIR in equation (6.43).

Therefore the window size is adjusted together with the standard deviation of the Gaussian
kernel and the step size of the algorithm. Figure 6.22 shows the result of a simulation, where
the INR was evaluated for four different window lengths as a function of the step size and the
standard deviation. All simulations are made using 50 ·103 samples and a filter length L equal
to three, which is the optimal length.
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(a) Window size N = 20.
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(b) Window size N = 50.
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(c) Window size N = 100.
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(d) Window size N = 200.

Figure 6.22: INR as a function of step size and standard deviation using the 3 tap IIR filter defined in
equation (5.12).

Analyzing the plots in figure 6.22 it is seen that the largest INR, hence the best deconvolution,
is obtained when the window size is set to 100, the standard deviation is 0.1, and the step size
is 0.01, which is the case in subfigure 6.22(c). This result is highly unexpected because the
large step size means that it will be difficult for the algorithm to adjust the filter coefficients
in detail. Plotting the filter coefficients which correspond to the chosen settings, the fact that
the algorithm cannot adjust the coefficients becomes evident, as illustrated in figure 6.23. The
figure shows that the algorithm quickly adjusts towards the correct coefficient but that it is
not able to fine tune the coefficients. The reason why such a large INR value is obtained
is roughly said a coincidence, because the algorithm was fortunate to be stopped at a point
where the coefficients where at a center point of their oscillating behavior. If the algorithm
had been stopped at a point where the coefficients where at a minimum or maximum of their
oscillation the INR value would have been much lower.
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Figure 6.23: Evolution of the filter coefficients when using N = 100, σ = 0.1, and step size equal to
0.01.

Analyzing figure 6.22 to find the new best settings it is clear that the solution must be found
in subfigure 6.22(c) once again. The second and third largest values of all the plots in figure
6.22 are also located in subfigure 6.22(c) as illustrated in figure 6.24.
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Figure 6.24: Subfigure 6.22(c) with indication of the local maxima.

Based on the INR values the next best settings are with a window size equal to 100, the
standard deviation is 0.1, and the step size is 0.001. Figure 6.25 shows the evolution of the
filter coefficients. The conclusion is the same as with figure 6.23, that is the algorithm has
trouble making the final adjustments hence the filter coefficients oscillate around the correct
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values.
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Figure 6.25: Evolution of the filter coefficients when using N = 100, σ = 0.1, and step size equal to
0.001.

Because of the algorithms misadjustments illustrated in figure 6.25 the third highest INR value
given in figure 6.24 is used. The settings, when this value was obtained, are window size equal
to 100, standard deviation equal to 0.1 and a step size equal to 0.0001. Figure 6.26 illustrates
that the algorithm is able to adjust the filter coefficients towards the correct value and that
the oscillating behavior has been reduced. Unfortunately the convergence rate is also lower
because of the small step size.
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Figure 6.26: Evolution of the filter coefficients when using N = 100, σ = 0.1, and step size equal to
0.0001.
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The latter settings are however used, when performing the rest of the tests in this section,
because they reduce the oscillation so dramatically.

The performance plot in figure 6.20 is redrawn as a contour plot in figure 6.27, where the
gradients calculated with equation (6.40) are plotted as well using the settings N = 100 and
standard deviation equal to 0.1. Figure 6.27 clearly illustrates that by going in the opposite
direction of the gradients the algorithm will approach minimum entropy.
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Figure 6.27: Contour plot of the minimum entropy performance surface, where minimum is indicated
by the blue colours and maximum is at the red colours. The gradients, pointing towards maximimum
entropy, are calculated using equation (6.40).

Now that the required algorithm parameters have been determined and it has been established
that the gradient point towards maximum, the next step is to evaluate the algorithm’s ability
to deconvolve the RIR defined in equation (6.43). Figure 6.28 illustrates eight convolutions
between the RIR and the equalizer filter, when the algorithm is applied to 50 · 103 samples.
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Figure 6.28: Convolutions between the RIR and the equalizer filter using the minimum entropy algo-
rithm.

Figure 6.29 shows the final plot in figure 6.28 and figure 6.30 shows the convolution noise in
the final convolution from figure 6.29.
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Figure 6.29: The final convolution between the RIR and the equalizer filter.
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Figure 6.30: The convolution noise in the final convolution between the RIR and the equalizer filter.

The figures 6.28, 6.29, and 6.30 clearly show that the minimum entropy algorithm converges
towards the correct filter. The point is finally substantiated with a contour plot of the per-
formance surface from figure 6.20 combined with the ”path” the algorithm follows during the
simulation. This is illustrated in figure 6.31, which shows that algorithm updates the filter
coefficients towards the correct point in h1 = −0.5 and h2 = 0.4.
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Figure 6.31: Contour plot of the performance surface together with the location of the filter coefficients
and the corresponding gradients, calculated via the minimum entropy algorithm.

Note that the arrows become smaller and smaller when the global minimum is approached.
The reason is that the surface is more flat near the minimum as illustrated in figure 6.20.
Based on the above description it is concluded that the minimum entropy algorithm is able to
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deconvolve the 3 tap IIR filter. A test using 105 samples has been made and it confirms that
the algorithm is able to converge very closely to the correct equalizer filter leading to an INR
value equal to 93.94 dB.
To further test the algorithm it is now applied to a signal, which has been reverberated using
a 16 tap IIR filter defined in equation (5.13). Using a 16 tap IIR as the RIR means that the
correct equalizer filter length will be a 16 tap FIR filter. Keeping the window size, standard
deviation and step size constant the effect of different filter lengths is plotted in figure 6.32.
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The minimum entropy algorithm applied to a 16 tap IIR RIR, step size = 0.0001, and 50.000 samples

Figure 6.32: The INR value of the convolution between a 16 tap IIR RIR and the equalizer FIR, as a
function of the equalizer filter length.

As expected the optimal length is equal to 16. The figure also shows that the algorithm is able
to deconvolve the RIR with reasonable good results using larger filters, but that filter lengths
smaller than 16 taps are insufficient.
Next the minimum entropy algorithm is tested on a 16 tap all-zero FIR RIR. The filter is
defined in equation 5.14. Because the filter is of the FIR type the perfect inverse filter is
an IIR filter. The minimum entropy algorithm is only capable of adjusting FIR filters and
therefore the IIR equalizer is approximated with a FIR filter. Because of the approximation
the optimal filter length is unknown and the INR value of the deconvolution is calculated as
a function of the filter length. The result is shown in figure 6.33. Again the window size,
standard deviation and step size was constant.
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Figure 6.33: The INR value of the convolution between a 16 tap FIR RIR and the equalizer IIR,
approximated with a FIR, as a function of the equalizer filter length.

Figure 6.33 shows that the best deconvolution is achieved using a filter length equal to 65.
This concludes the validation tests of the minimum entropy algorithm. The conclusion is that
the algorithm works, that is it is able to deconvolve the 3 tap IIR, 16 tap IIR and 16 tap FIR
test filters using the input, with the known pdf calculated in section 6.1.

6.4 Summary

In this section the minimum entropy approach to blind speech deconvolution was presented
and analysed. Using a steepest descent formula and a cost function based on the minimum
entropy approach the algorithm was successfully implemented in Matlab and tested on three
types of RIR filters: a 3 tap IIR, a 16 tap IIR and a 16 tap FIR. The maximum INR value
for the 3 tap IIR is 93.9 dB using 100 · 103 input samples. The algorithm utilizes a Parzen
window to estimate the pdf of the input signal, and therefore the validity of this estimate
was also examined. Using a window size equal to 100 and a Gaussian kernel with a standard
deviation equal to 0.1 results in good estimates. The pdf is input to Renyi’s entropy, which is
to be minimized to obtain the minimum entropy, and by plotting the entropy as a function of
the filter coefficients in a 3 tap RIR it was determined that the matching performance surface
has a global minima as desired. Renyi’s entropy was set to be of order two.
To avoid the trivial solution, where all filter coefficients are adjusted to zero and Renyi’s
entropy becomes −∞, the project group suggested a normalization, where the first filter coef-
ficient is set to one after each iteration. In the article by Erdogmus et al. [10] it was suggested
that the trivial solution could be avoided by using another type of scaling, but this means that
the performance surface is affected such that the minimum entropy no longer corresponds to
the correct inverse filter. Therefore the project groups own method was used in stead.
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Compared to the kurtosis maximization algorithm the minimum entropy algorithm has the
advantage that the the entropy Hα(Y ) is the upper bound of the Hα(S). This property means
that by minimizing Hα(Y ) the entropy Hα(S) is also minimized.

This was the third and final presentation of algorithms, analysed and implemented by the
project group. In the next chapter the algorithms will be compared with respect to INR and
convergence speed using Monte Carlo simulations. The algorithms are also applied to more
complex RIRs where the task is to remove late reverberation and equalize the RIR, which is
described in appendix F. Furthermore the computational complexity of the three algorithms
is examined and compared.
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7
Tests and Comparison of the Approaches

The presented approaches to blind speech dereverberation have been analysed individually
in chapter 5 and 6. The approaches are kurtosis maximization, maximum entropy and mi-
nimum entropy. In this chapter the methods and the pros and cons of the algorithms will
be highlighted together with the modifications and suggestions made by the project group.
The algorithms will be compared according to INR and convergence speed. Furthermore their
ability to reduce the late reverberations will be compared. In chapter 8 the complexity of
the algorithms is analysed. This chapter will start with a theoretical comparison of the three
algorithms.

All three methods assume that the source signal, s, consists of iid samples. Then accor-
ding to the CLT, the room output, x, can be considered to be Gaussian distributed, see figure
4.1.
The kurtosis algorithm weigh the equalizing filter to the RIR according to the maximum kur-
tosis value of the output, y. The algorithm by Gillispie et al., [6], adjusts the filter coefficients
according to the kurtosis of the LP residuals. However, assuming the samples of the source
signal is iid distributed, this will bias the location of the maximum kurtosis value and move
it away from the location of the correct equalizing filter. This was shown in figure 5.5. The
project group therefore removed the LP analysis from the algorithm, and the algorithm ope-
rates directly on the room output. It is a necessary condition that, K(y) = K(s), such that
the convolution between the RIR and the equalizer will correspond to a pure delay. However
no proof states, that K(y) ≥ K(s), that is there exists no proof that K(y) is an upper bound
for K(s). This entails that there exists no guarantee that a too high kurtosis value cannot be
obtained, which will lead to the wrong equalizing filter. This observation by the project group
degrades the usability of the already complex performance landscape for the kurtosis approach,
which has many local maxima. Furthermore the algorithm had difficulties converging to the
correct equalizing filter. The project group therefore suggests that the first filter coefficient is
fixed through out the iterations. Test shows this entails a much higher convergence reliability.
The normalization were later applied to all the three algorithms, where it furthermore helps
the algorithms avoid the zero-valued solution.
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From an information point of view the problem of speech dereverberation can be viewed as
redundancy reduction, because the information each source sample carries has been changed
by the RIR and each room output sample is a weighted delayed version of itself, hence the
redundancy has been increased. Bell et al. present in [9] and algorithm for minimizing the
mutual information between samples by maximizing the entropy of the output. The main
difference to the kurtosis approach is that in the maximum entropy approach, the coefficients
of the equalized filter are adjusted according to all the HOS (infinitely many) and not just
kurtosis. The HOS are accessed through a nonlinear function which should be matched to the
cdf of the source signal. Bell et al. suggest tanh(·) as the nonlinear function and express the
need for a flexible nonlinear function that can be modified according to the a priori knowledge
of the source signal. The project group suggests the modified tanh(a · y) function, a ∈ R,
which seems to be a good match to the cdf of the direct speech. Due to its simplicity it can
easily be modified by choosing the constant a according to the knowledge of the source signal.

The minimum entropy approach does not assume any a priori knowledge of the source signal,
and can thereby be viewed as a more general solution to the dereverberation problem. The
algorithm operates directly on the room output, where the filter coefficients of the deconvolu-
tion filter is adjusted by minimizing the entropy of y, knowing that the maximum entropy of
a unbounded input corresponds to the Gaussian distributed signal, when the variance is con-
stant. Because the pdf of the processed output, y, is needed and not the pdf of the source (as
in maximum entropy), the algorithm does not need any a priori knowledge of the source. The
pdf of y is then estimated by a non-parametric estimation. For the implemented algorithm,
the Parzen windowing method using a Gaussian kernel was chosen. Renyi’s entropy is intro-
duced because it works better in adaptive filtering as compared to Shannon, [10] and [29]. It
is important to notice that maximum entropy for a Gaussian unbounded input is only proven
for Shannon’s entropy and not Renyi’s. The minimum entropy approach can be seen as very
similar to the kurtosis approach but with one major difference. As shown in section 6.3 then
H(Y ) ≥ H(S) with equality if and only if the deconvolution is a pure delay. That is it has
been shown that in contrast to the kurtosis approach H(Y ) is always an upper bound to H(S).

The three implemented algorithms were tested individually on the same source signal, which
was sampled from the pdf that matched the nonlinear function in the maximum entropy ap-
proach. The algorithms were tested to provide a proof of concept. The uncertainties in the
tests, such as variance of the correct parameters and on the INR performance metric, were
not taken into account. The reason is the time limitation of one academic semester. Monte
Carlo simulation should have been performed for different source signals generated from an
accept/reject algorithm, described in appendix B. Furthermore when reporting INR values as
a function of the step size the input length will be tuned to that specific step size, which is not
possible in a real life situation. However, as stated the previous tests are proof of concepts,
and they show that the algorithms work.

In the following sections, the algorithms will be compared to each other with respect to INR,
convergence speed, and their ability to reduce late reverberation. Monte Carlo simulations
will be performed to improve statistical reliability.
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7.1 Impulse-to-Noise Ratio

In table 7.1 the INR values in dB are given for the three algorithms. Throughout the chapter
all INR values reported are in dB. The RIRs are the used RIRs introduced in chapter 5 and
6, that is the 3 tap IIR, the 16 tap IIR and the 16 tap FIR. Note that the number of input
samples and step size are highly correlated in the sense that many samples means a smaller
step size can be used, which again means that the coefficients are tuned more accurate. The
input length is set to 100 ·103 samples such that all three algorithms are able to converge. For
the minimum entropy algorithm the window size is N = 100 with a kernel size of σ = 0.1. The
step size has been tuned for the algorithms individually for each RIR. A total of 100 Monte
Carlo simulations have been made for each algorithm and each RIR and the average INR value
is reported in table 7.1. Running 100 Monte Carlo simulations means that the algorithm is
evaluated on 100 input signals, drawn from the same source. The result is the average of the
100 simulations.

RIR Kurtosis Max. entropy Min. entropy
3 tap IIR 93.82 112.52 77.79
16 tap IIR 53.34 47.92 58.82
16 tap FIR 27.41 (65) 30.36 (75) 28.34 (65)

Table 7.1: INR for different RIRs measured in dB. For the 3 tap and 16 tap IIR the correct inverse
filters are a 3 tap and 16 tap FIR filter, respectively. The (·) denotes the lengths of the equalizing IIR,
which is approximated with a FIR.

From the tests it seems that for the simple RIR and 16 tap FIR, the maximum entropy
algorithm performs the best, whereas for the 16 tap IIR, minimum entropy performs the best.
However the INR values are heavily dependent on the input length and the step size. Therefore
the mean values and the variances of the determined filter coefficients are examined. In table
7.2 these are listed for the simple 3 tap RIR. The variance has been calculated for 5 · 103

samples after the coefficient is in the range of hi ± 5% for i = {1, 2} and for the next 10 · 103

samples

Filter coeff. Kurtosis Max. entropy Min. entropy
h1 (-0.5) -0.485 ± 0.616·10−5 -0.489 ± 0.494·10−5 -0.483 ± 0.377·10−5

h2 (0.4) 0.389 ± 0.703·10−5 0.392 ± 0.527·10−5 0.389 ± 0.464·10−5

Table 7.2: Mean and variance for the determined coefficients.

All three algorithms reach a fairly small variance. The maximum entropy achieves the best
mean value of the determined filter coefficients. Only a difference of 0.002 exist between
kurtosis and minimum entropy for h1, whereas the coefficient h2 is approximately the same
for both algorithms. However the INR values report of approximately 15 dB difference. This
again illustrates that the INR values are very sensitive and must be analysed carefully.
The conclusion is that the maximum entropy algorithm results in the best INR values, and
because it from a statistical point of view in general converges more accurately to the correct
solution the maximum entropy algorithm is concluded to have the best convergence capabilities
for the 3 tap IIR filter.
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7.2 Convergence speed

In table 7.1 some algorithms achieves similar INR values. However as shown in this section, the
convergence speed is not the same for the algorithms. In figure 7.1 the comparison between the
three algorithms has been made for the simple 3 tap RIR with 100 Monte Carlo simulations.
The step size for kurtosis maximization is 1.21 · 10−5, 10−6 for maximum entropy and 10−4

minimum entropy.
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Figure 7.1: Comparison of the convergence speed for the three algorithms for the 3 tap IIR using 100
Monte Carlo simulations.

The figure shows that the maximum entropy algorithm is approximately two times faster than
the other algorithms for the simple RIR. The trade of between convergence speed and step size
must of course be taken into account. However the maximum entropy algorithm was tested
with the smallest step size of the three algorithms. In figure 7.2 the convolution results for the
16 tap IIR are shown. The convolution results are for 100 Monte Carlo simulations, and the
INR values are averaged. The upper left plot is the convolution result for the first sample and
the lower right plot is the result for the last sample. The plots in between are for six samples
equally spaced between the first and last sample, which is sample number 100 · 103.
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Figure 7.2: Comparison of the convergence speed for the three algorithms for the 16 tap IIR.

In figure 7.2 it can be seen that the two entropy algorithms reach convergence fairly quickly
compared to the kurtosis algorithm. Again the maximum entropy obtains the fastest conver-
gence, but the minimum entropy algorithm approaches a higher INR value. The maximum
entropy algorithms achieve the best convergence speed for the more difficult 16 tap FIR RIR,
approximately 2/3 faster than the kurtosis and the minimum entropy approach.

7.3 Reduction of Late Reverberation

In the previous test short length RIRs were used. This entails that the reverberation can
be considered as early reverberation and the effect is a colouration of the source signal. In
this section the late reverberation or echoes are considered. As defined in section 2.1 the late
reflections occur 100 ms or more after the direct signal has arrived. The cost is a delay equal to
the time span between the arrival of the first direct speech sample and the last late reflection
sample. Hence, if it is chosen to reduce possible late reflections a delay of at least 100 ms must
be accepted.
In the following the algorithms are tested upon an IIR and a FIR RIR, shown in figure 7.3.
Monte Carlo simulations have not been made, because of time limitations. Figure 7.3 illustrates
that the required filter length, when deconvolving the FIR RIR will be approximately 8000,
because the IIR RIR, which is the inverse of the FIR RIR, has peaks around one second.
Because of time limitations the algorithms were not run with this filter.
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Figure 7.3: The two types of RIR used in the test for reduction of late reflections. The sampling
frequency is set to 8 kHz.

The algorithms are only tested on the IIR RIR. The correct equalizing filter will therefore be
a FIR. The results are shown in figure 7.4
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Figure 7.4: The convolution results for the three algorithms using the IIR RIR.

From the convolution results it is clear that the late reflections is a much harder task for the
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algorithms as compared to the reduction of the early reflections. The kurtosis maximization
algorithm cannot converge to the correct solution and the maximum entropy algorithm only
performs modest improvements of a few dB. However, the minimum entropy algorithm per-
forms well and is able to significantly reduce the late reflections and improve the INR with
approximately 19 dB. In figure 7.5 a zoom of the last convolution result is shown.
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Figure 7.5: Zoom of the last convolution result for the three algorithms using the IIR RIR.

Figure 7.5 clearly shows that the convolution noise is smallest for the minimum entropy algo-
rithm, but the figure also shows that the two other algorithms do not perform well with the
IIR RIR.

7.4 Tests on measured RIR

In the previous sections the three approaches have been compared with respect to INR and
convergence rate. Furthermore proof of concepts have been made in chapter 5 and 6. Based
on the tests it is concluded that all three algorithms are functional and perform well under
ideal conditions, except in the case of late reverberation removal, where only the minimum
entropy algorithm performed well. Each algorithm has under these conditions shown to be
interesting for further research. In this section the three algorithms will be tested on real life
conditions, that is where a real, recorded RIR and real speech is used. The RIR is one of the
RIRs measured by the project group in the facilities of the Section of Acoustics at Aalborg
University, see appendix F. The source is the real speech, recorded in an anechoic chamber
by [26]. The idea is that the RIR and speech reflect a real life situation, so that it can be
evaluated how far the algorithms are from being able to work in a real life application such as
a hearing aid. Therefore the complexity with respect to the number of multiplications needed
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for each algorithm is also analysed in chapter 8. It should be mentioned that both entropy
approaches have not been tested on complex RIRs in any previous work known by the project
group.
In chapter 5 and 6 the algorithms were implemented using a normalization method, suggested
by the project group, where the first filter coefficient h0 is set to one. This method is also
applied to the algorithms, when tests are made in this section. In [10] Erdogmus et al. sug-
gested another scaling method for the minimum entropy algorithm, where the variance of y
is subtracted from the differentiated cost function, as described in section 6.3. This scaling
method is compared with the normalization, suggested by the project group, to determine
which one is the most effective when the RIR is complex. Tests have already shown that the
project group’s normalization technique is superior for simple RIRs.

The RIR

The used RIR is RIR #1 in appendix F. The RIR was measured with a sampling frequency
of 51.2 kHz. The speech recorded during the same measurement was also sampled with 51.2
kHz. To reduce the number of calculations the RIR and the speech were downsampled to 10.24
kHz. Hereafter an echogram, which is the logarithm of the absolute value of the RIR relative
to the maximum value of the RIR, was made to find the taps that had an energy higher than
-20 dB. The process can be seen in figure 7.6. The determined filter was then used for testing
in the rest of this section.
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Figure 7.6: The RIR before and after downsampling to 10.24 kHz, the echogram, and the used RIR,
where all taps with energy below -20 dB have been removed.

Before the algorithms are tested on the RIR in figure 7.6 and the recorded speech, various
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parameters such as step size and filter length need to be determined. The selection is made
based on tests, where the input signal is the iid samples drawn from the pdf based on cosh(·),
described in section 6.1.
First the inverse of the RIR is calculated using the FFT method described in section 3.1. The
result is shown in figure 7.7 and based on the figure it is estimated that a filter length L in the
range 350 to 500 will be sufficient. The remaining parameters were equal to the values, which
were used when the simple tests were performed, that is β = 0.99, N = 100, and σ = 0.1. The
M parameter in the maximum entropy has to be longer than or equal to L and it was selected
to be 500.
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Figure 7.7: The inverse RIR.

Test on Iid Source Samples

Next the algorithms were tested using L = 400 and the iid input samples drawn from the pdf,
which was made using the accept/reject sampling method in appendix B. The objective was
to tune the step size to obtain the highest INR, and then use the selected step size values
on filters with length 350, 450, and 500. The length of the input sequence when tuning the
parameters was 3 · Fs = 30720 samples. The tests showed that the highest INR value is
obtained for a filter length of 350 where the step size for kurtosis maximization is 2 · 10−6, for
maximum entropy it is 1 · 10−6, and for minimum entropy it is 7 · 10−5. A total of 100 Monte
Carlo simulations were made with these settings. The convolutions between the RIR and the
equalizer filters are shown in figure 7.8, where a sample length of 100 · 103 has been used.
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Figure 7.8: Convolution between the RIR and the equalizer for the three algorithms using L = 350
and the tuned step sizes. The upper left plot is calculated for the first sample and the lower right plot
for the last sample. The plots in between are for six samples equally spaced between the first and last
sample.

Notice that the first INR value is very high. The reason is that the filters are initialized with
h = [1 0 0 ... 0], which means that the first convolution is equal to the impulse response of the
room, given in the lower plot in figure 7.6. Analysing figure 7.8 it is clear that the maximum
entropy has the highest convergence rate and that it converges to the best solution. The
kurtosis maximization converges much slower, which was also expected because the previous
tests have shown the same relationship between the algorithms’ convergence rate.
Figure 7.9(a) shows the final convolution between the RIR and the equalizer filters, and figure
7.9(b) is a zoom on the convolution noise for the same results.
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(a) The final convolution.
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(b) Zoom on the convolution noise in the final convolution.

Figure 7.9: The final convolution between the RIR and the equalizer.

Figure 7.9 clearly illustrates that the kurtosis maximization algorithm results in more convo-
lution noise, hence a worse deconvolution.
The conclusion is that both entropy algorithms lead to significantly better results than the kur-
tosis maximization, when equalizing the measured RIR. The normalization method suggested
by the project group was used in all tests.

Minimum Entropy Normalization Methods

Next the two different normalization approaches for minimum entropy are compared. The test
was made on the 100 · 103 samples and for L = 350, where the effect of the h0 normalization
was evaluated. The result is shown in figure 7.10.
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Figure 7.10: Convolution bewteeen the RIR and the equalizer, when using two different implementa-
tions of the minimum entropy algorithm.

The figure clearly illustrates that the minimum entropy algorithm performs much better, when
the h0 normalization proposed by the project group is applied. Using the variance scaling
method, the minimum entropy algorithm does not converge at all. This is also shown in figure
7.11 which is a zoom on the last convolution in figure 7.10.
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Figure 7.11: Zoom on the last convolution between the RIR and the equalizer, when using two different
implementations of the minimum entropy algorithm.

Based on these results it is concluded that both entropy algorithms are able to deconvolve the
real RIR. The maximum entropy has shown to be able to arrive very closely to the correct
filter and furthermore it has a fast convergence rate.
The algorithms are now moved a step closer to the real life situation by using the recorded
speech signal instead of the iid samples drawn from the pdf, described in section 6.1.

Real Voiced Speech

As mentioned in the introduction to this section the source speech signal was downsampled
from 51.2 kHz to 10.24 kHz. After that the speech is divided into frames of 20 ms. The frame
length of 20 ms entails that the speech can be considered quasi stationary. In a real time
application the input to the algorithm can only be as long as the time it takes before the RIR
must be updated. The project group has assessed that the RIR should be updated 25 times
per second to provide a reasonably good estimate of the current RIR. This means that with a
frame length of 20 ms only two frames can be processed for one RIR. A two frame sequence is
clearly not enough for the algorithm to reach convergence, and the two frames are therefore
reused one after another such that an update frame length of 105 samples is obtained for each
input sequence.

The test performed on 100 · 103 samples using the three algorithms unfortunately showed
that none of the algorithms converge. The reason why the algorithms do not work is con-
sidered to be because of the assumptions, which were that the input signal is white. This
is not the case for the recorded speech, and the consequence is that the algorithms cannot
distinguish between the non-white input signal and the colourisation added by the room. This
means the that algorithms adjust the equalizer filters toward incorrect solutions that do not
lead to deconvolution of the room.
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To make the step from the iid samples drawn from the pdf to the recorded speech smaller
the project group decided to test on the LP residuals of the recorded speech by using the LPC
method on each 20 ms frame. The reason for using LP residuals as source is that the source is
whitened, or ideally iid distributed. The pdf of the source then becomes more super Gaussian
distributed as compared to the clean speech. A plot showing this is given in figure 7.12. The
speech is male voice from [26].
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Figure 7.12: Example of whitened sequence using LPC. The sequence is two frames long.

The plot of the pdf shows that the process whitened using LPC has the desired effect on the
speech signal. It should be mentioned that the whitening of the source signal is not possible
in a blind signal processing approach.
Figure 7.13 shows eight convolutions between the real RIR and the equalizer, when the LP
residuals are used as input.
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Figure 7.13: Convolution between the RIR and the equalizer when the input is LP residuals of the
recorded speech.

The figure indicates that the maximum and minimum entropy algorithms only improve the
INR with approximately 1 dB even though 100 · 103 samples have been used. The kurtosis
maximization algorithm does not converge at all. The conclusion is that the algorithms require
a large amount of adjustments before they can converge when the LP residuals are used. This
entails that it requires even more adjustments for the algorithms to converge when the recorded
speech is used as input. The reason why it is so difficult is that the assumptions regarding the
source do not match the statistics of the used source sequence. This is an important topic for
future work, especially the impact wrong assumptions have on the algorithms.

7.5 Summary

In this chapter the three algorithms were compared with respect to the INR performance
metric and convergence rate.
First 100 Monte Carlo simulations were made with the 3 tap IIR RIR. The results showed that
the maximum entropy algorithm results in the best INR, and furthermore it has the smallest
bias of the three algorithms and a variance in the order of 10−5. One hundred Monte Carlo
simulations of the convergence rate also showed that the maximum entropy converges about
twice as fast as the two other algorithms. Note however that this metric is very dependent on
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the step size, but the maximum entropy was tested with the smallest step size.
In the test of the 16 tap IIR and 16 tap FIR the INR values differ less between the algo-
rithms, and with an average INR around 53 dB and 29 dB, for the two RIRs respectively, it is
concluded that the three algorithms are able to converge towards the correct equalizer filter.
Therefore the algorithms were applied to more complex RIRs. First the algorithms ability
to remove late reverberations, that is reflections which occur 100 ms or later after the direct
speech, was tested. All previous tests focused on colourization, caused by early reflections,
and therefore it was interesting to analyse a late reverberation RIR, which requires a much
longer equalizer filter. The result is that the minimum entropy algorithm significantly reduces
the late reflections for an IIR RIR. The kurtosis algorithm cannot converge at all, and the
maximum entropy only improves the INR results slightly for the IIR RIR.
Finally the algorithms were tested on RIR #1, which is a RIR recorded by the project group,
as described in appendix F. The RIR was modified using an echogram approach to simplify
the task for the filters. First the iid source signal drawn from the cosh(·) pdf, which has been
used in all previous tests, was reverberated and the parameters, filter length and step size,
were evaluated. A filter length equal to 350 leads to good results and therefore this length was
used in 100 Monte Carlo simulations, which showed that the maximum entropy algorithm can
deconvolve the RIR and obtain an INR ≈ 50 dB. The minimum entropy algorithm also con-
verges, but not as well since the result is INR ≈ 35 dB. The kurtosis maximization algorithm
converges very slowly and it improves the INR with less than 2 dB. All the algorithms uti-
lized the h0 normalization suggested by the project group. In [10] Erdogmus et al. suggested
another normalization approach for the minimum entropy algorithm and it was compared to
the result mentioned above. The conclusion is that the approach suggested in [10] leads to
a non-converging algorithm and therefore the normalization method suggested by the project
group is preferred.
To approach a real life situation the iid source signal was replaced with a real voiced speech
signal, recorded by [26], in the test of the recorded RIR. However tests showed that none of the
algorithms are able to converge with this source signal. The reason is that the assumptions
regarding the source do not match the statistics of the voiced speech. It is therefore a topic
for further work to investigate how this problem can be eliminated or how the effects on the
algorithms’s convergence capabilities can be reduced.

In the next chapter the complexity of the algorithms is analysed and the required number
of multiplications is compared with the performance of a modern digital signal processor.
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In this chapter the complexity of the three algorithms, kurtosis maximization, maximum en-
tropy, and minimum entropy in section 5.1, 6.1, and 6.3 respectively, is considered.
In the project the focus is on the functionality, ie. the algorithm’s ability to determine the
correct inverse filter, convergence speed, bias and variance of the coefficients etc., and not on
the complexity which in this report is limited to a brief analysis of the computational complex-
ity. To further simplify the analysis the computational complexity is limited only to account
for the number of multiplications each algorithm requires. The required number of multipli-
cations is then compared with a state-of-the-art digital signal processor (DSP), in the sense
that the maximum number of multiplications the selected DSP can perform is determined
and compared with the number of multiplications the algorithms require to deconvolve the
measured RIR, which was used on the algorithms in section 7.4. This means that additions,
subtractions, all interaction with memory and converters and so forth is not included in the
analysis of how well the algorithms can perform on the DSP. Furthermore specific functions
in the DSP are not utilized, e.g. the multiply accumulate instruction which is very useful in
filtering operations. That is the estimate is very rough but it gives an idea of how big the gap
is between the current implementation of the algorithm and a real time implementation.

Before the analysis of the algorithms is made it is noted that they could be optimized. E.g. by
using precalculation of often used variables, using look-up tables to store trigonometric func-
tions, and optimizing with regards to parallelism, because all three algorithms utilize sums
which can be calculated in parallel. It will however require a processor, which is able to per-
form the calculations in parallel. Using parallel computation will help increase the execution
speed significantly. Execution speed is critical because the application is a hearing aid, where
real time execution is required.

When the algorithms are to be executed they will need to update a certain number of times
per second, to ensure that the estimate of the RIR is in agreement with the room, where
the user of the hearing aid is located. In section 7.4 is was assessed that the equalizer filter
needs to be updated 25 times per second. In the following this type update is referred to as
EQ update. Furthermore the algorithms will need to process a certain number of samples per
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EQ update to ensure that they reach convergence. This type of update is called algorithm
update. The number of samples is dependent on the algorithm, but in this chapter the number
is assumed to be the same for the minimum entropy and kurtosis maximization algorithms,
and half the number for maximum entropy. This assessment is based on the test in section
7.2. The samples will be based on a set of consecutive frames, whose length is determined by
the quasi stationary limitations.
After each EQ update of the filter it will be advantageous to reuse the determined filter as the
initial filter in the next EQ update, that is perform an iterative update. This will entail that
the number of required samples before convergence is reached, can be reduced dramatically
because the starting point for the algorithm is closer to the inverse filter than h = [1 0 0 ... 0]
is. In the tests performed in this report only one EQ update has been made and therefore it
was not possible to take advantage of a previously estimated filter. This means that the ob-
tained convergence rate, hence required number of samples before convergence, approximates
the worst case situation, where the initial filter is very far from the equalizer filter.

In the next three sections a multiplication count is made for each of the three algorithms.
The number of multiplications required to perform an algorithm update once, are determined.

8.1 Multiplication Count for Kurtosis Maximization

The kurtosis maximization algorithm can be divided into four separate calculations defined
in equation (5.8), (5.9), (5.10), and (5.11). Furthermore it is also necessary to calculate the
output sample y(n) of the equalizer filter once per algorithm update. In the following the
number of multiplications required to compute each of the equations is determined.
The filtering resulting in y(n) is defined as

y(n) = hT (n)x(n) (8.1)

The number of taps in the filter h(n) is equal to L and therefore equation (8.1) requires L
multiplications to be computed. As mentioned earlier the number of required additions is not
used in this simple comparison of the algorithms.
Equation (5.8) is used to update the filter and it is given as

h(n+ 1) = h(n) + µf(n)x(n) (8.2)

The scaling of the feedback function f(n) that is the calculation µ · f(n) requires one mul-
tiplication, and multiplying this result with the input vector x(n) requires L multiplications
because the vector is L long.
The feedback function in equation (5.9) is given by

f(n) =
4
(
E[y2(n)]y2(n)− E[y4(n)]

)
y(n)

E3[y2(n)]
(8.3)

The squaring of y(n) requires one multiplication, and because the multiplication with the
constant 4 can be included into the step size µ in equation (8.2) the nominator can be calculated
using three multiplications. The denominator requires two multiplications and because it is
assumed that a division requires the same number of cycles as a multiplication, even though
it is a rough approximation, the total number of multiplications is six for equation (8.3).
The first expectation estimate, defined in equation (5.10), is

E[y2(n)] = βE[y2(n− 1)] + (1− β)y2(n) (8.4)
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and it requires two multiplications, because the squaring of y has already been made in equa-
tion (8.3), and the latter estimate defined in equation (5.11) given as

E[y4(n)] = βE[y4(n− 1)] + (1− β)y4(n) (8.5)

requires three multiplications, because y4(n) = y2(n) · y2(n), where y2(n) has been precalcu-
lated.
Summing the multiplication counts for each of the five equations it is concluded that the
kurtosis maximization algorithm requires

MaxKurtmult = (L) + (L+ 1) + (6) + (2) + (3) = 2L+ 12 (8.6)

multiplications to calculate and update the filter. Each of the parentheses represents one
of the equations (8.1), (8.2), (8.3), (8.4), and (8.5), respectively. Using the O-notation the
complexity is O(L).

8.2 Multiplication Count for Maximum Entropy

The maximum entropy algorithm is defined by the three equations (5.8), (6.19), and (6.20).
This algorithm requires M values of y before it can run and using the result from the previous
section it means that M · L multiplications are required to compute y(k), k = {1, 2, ...,M}.
The required number of multiplications for the steepest ascent update step given as

h(n+ 1) = h(n) + µ∆h(n) (8.7)

is equal to L, because the vector ∆h(n) is L long. Equation (6.19) is examined next

∆h0 = M · 1
h0
− 2a

M∑
i=1

tanh(a · y(i)) · x(i) (8.8)

(8.9)

It is assumed that the hyperbolic tangent tanh(·) is implemented in a lookup table (LUT) to
speed up the algorithm. Furthermore the multiplication with −2a can be made before the
result of tanh(·) is stored in the LUT and thereby even more calculations are saved.
Each part of the sum requires two multiplications, one for a·y(i) and one for tanh(a·y(i))·x(i).
The summation sums M parts and therefore the total number of multiplications is 2M + 1,
where the last multiplications origins from the M

h0
division.

The last part of the algorithm calculates L− 1 filter coefficients using equation (6.20) defined
as

∆hj+1 = −2a
M−1∑
i=j+1

tanh(a · y(i))x(i− j) (8.10)
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Again each part of the sum requires two multiplications, but this time the size of the sum
depends on the filter coefficient number

h1 ⇒
M−1∑
i=1

⇒ 2 · (M − 1) multiplications

h2 ⇒
M−1∑
i=2

⇒ 2 · (M − 2) multiplications

...

hL−1 ⇒
M−1∑
i=L−1

⇒ 2 · (M − (L− 1)) multiplications

The total number of multiplications totmult is

totmult = 2 · (M − 1) + 2 · (M − 2) + ...+ 2 · (M − (L− 1))

= (L− 1) · 2M + 2 · (−1− 2− ...− (L− 1)) = (L− 1) · 2M − 2
L−1∑
i=1

i

= (L− 1) · 2M − 2 ·
(
L2 − L

2

)
= 2ML− 2M − L2 + L (8.11)

where the arithmetic rule
∑b

i=a i = (b−a+1)(b+a)
2 has been used.

The total number of multiplications required by the maximum entropy algorithm MaxEntmult

is

MaxEntmult = (L) + (1 + 2M) + (2ML− 2M − L2 + L) + (ML)
= L(3M − L) + 2L+ 1 (8.12)

Each of the parentheses represents one of the initial equations (8.7), (6.19), and (6.20) and
the filtering operation. M is larger than or equal to L hence the complexity is O(ML).

8.3 Multiplication Count for Minimum Entropy

The minimum entropy algorithm is based on two equations. The steepest ascent algorithm in
equation (5.8), where the sign has been changed so the algorithm becomes a steepest descent,
and the differentiated cost function in equation (6.40). The steepest descent algorithm is given
as

h(n+ 1) = h(n) + µ
∂J(h(n))

∂h
(8.13)

It has already been determined that the steepest ascent/descent requires L multiplications,
but in the minimum entropy algorithm it is possible to multiply with the step µ during the
calculation of the differentiated cost function, hence L multiplications can be saved. Before
the algorithm can run it is necessary to compute N y-values, where N is the window size. That
calculation requires N · L multiplications.
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The cost function is given in equation (6.40) and repeated here for convenience

∂J(h(k))
∂h

= −

∑N+k−1
j=k

(∑N+k−1
i=k − 1√

2πσ3 (yj − yi) exp
(
− 1

2σ2 (yj − yi)2
)

(xj − xi)
)

∑N+k−1
j=k

(∑N+k−1
i=k

1√
2πσ

exp
(
− 1

2σ2 (yj − yi)2
)) (8.14)

=
1
σ2

∑N+k−1
j=k

∑N+k−1
i=k ydiff · expy · xdiff∑N+k−1

j=k

∑N+k−1
i=k expy

(8.15)

where: ydiff equals yj − yi
expy equals exp

(
− 1

2σ2 (yj − yi)2
)

xdiff equals xj − xi

The variable ydiff is simply a subtraction, i.e. it does not require any multiplications.
The exponential operator in expy is assumed to be stored in a LUT, where the constants 1

σ2

and µ are multiplied with the exponential operator to save multiplications. The calculation
of the argument to expy requires 2 multiplications, that is the squaring of ydiff requires one
and the multiplication with the constant −1

2σ2 requires another.
It does not require any multiplications to calculate xdiff but multiplying xdiff with expy
requires L multiplications because the vector xdiff is L long. In total this means that L + 3
multiplications are required to compute the nominator. The only variable in the denominator
is expy, which already has been calculated in the nominator. Finally the division between
nominator and denominator adds one multiplication to the total.
Each sum in (8.15) works on N parts, which means that the multiplications in the nominator
have to be made N2 times. This means that the minimum entropy algorithm requires

MinEntmult = (N · L) + (N2(L+ 3) + 1) (8.16)

where the multiplications in the first parentheses originates from the calculation of the output
samples y and the latter is the required multiplications from equation (8.15). The complexity
is O(N2L).

8.4 Comparison with a Digital Signal Processor

In this section the number of multiplications, which the three algorithms require, is compared
with the capabilities of a state-of-the-art floating point DSP. The idea is to give a first im-
pression of how well the algorithms are suited for implementation. It is however important to
note that the algorithms have not been optimized in any way, because the focus in the project
is on the functionality and not the complexity of the algorithms.

According to section 7.4 the algorithms will need to EQ update 25 times per second to en-
sure that the estimated equalizer filter fits the current RIR. Furthermore it was determined,
based on 100 Monte Carlo simulations presented in section 7.2, that the minimum entropy
and kurtosis maximization algorithms require in the order of 100 · 103 samples to converge.
The maximum entropy algorithm converges faster and it therefore only requires 50 ·103 samp-
les. That is the DSP will need to evaluate the algorithms on 25 · 50 · 103 = 1.25 · 106 and
25 · 100 · 103 = 2.5 · 106 samples per second for the maximum entropy and the two other
algorithms, respectively. Note that when the algorithm is running in a real implementation
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the required number of samples will probably be reduced, because the algorithm will be able
to reuse the determined filter from the previous EQ update, as the initial filter in the new EQ
update.
The project group selected a modern floating-point DSP from Texas Instruments. The pro-
cessor is a member of the TMS320 C6000 floating-point DSP family, which is able to calculate
32 bit single precision values and 64 bit double precision values. The selected DSP is clocked
at 350 MHz and the model name is TMS320C6727B-350, [33]. The clock frequency means
that the DSP can execute 350 · 106 one cycle instructions per second, because the processors
power to pipeline the calculations is not considered.
Since the complexity analysis in the previous sections focused on the multiplications, the
DSP’s ability to perform a single-precision multiplication is analysed. If the algorithms were
to be implemented many other functions such as add/subtract, read/write, receive and decode
interrupts, receive and store incoming samples, output samples to a digital to analog converter
and so forth would have to be considered. That is it will be necessary for the DSP to execute
a lot more than just multiplication instructions.
According to the instruction set manual [34] the TMS320C6727B-350 can multiply two single-
precision floating-point values as a four-cycle instruction using the MPYSP instruction. The
fact that the instruction is a four-cycle one means that it can be divided into four cycles.
In the first cycle the DSP will read the two values, which are to be multiplied and start the
calculation. In the following two cycles the DSP continues the calculation, and in the fourth
and final cycle the DSP will finish the calculation and write the results to the destination
register. The four-cycle instruction means that the DSP can perform

Nmult =
350 · 106 cycles per second
4 cycles per multiplication

= 87.5 · 106 multiplications per second (8.17)

Comparing this with the fact that it is necessary to process 1.25 · 106 and 2.5 · 106 samples
per second it means that the DSP is able to perform 35 and 70 multiplications per algorithm
update, respectively.
In section 7.4 it was determined that a filter length L = 350, a windows size of N = 100, and
M = 500 was required to deconvolve the measured RIR, which is described in F. Inserting
these values in equation 8.6, and 8.12, and 8.16, table 8.1 was made.

Kurtosis maximization Maximum entropy Minimum entropy
Multiplications
per algorithm 2L+ 12 L(3M − L) + 2L+ 1 (N · L) +N2(L+ 3) + 1
update
Using determined 712 403201 3565001
L, N , and M multiplications multiplications multiplications
Approximate real 20.3 5.76 · 103 1.02 · 105

time factor

Table 8.1: Multiplication count for the algorithms per algorithm update, and when deconvolving the
measured RIR. The real time factor is the number of multiplications per algorithm update divided with
the possible number of multiplications in the DSP. The real time factor should be equal to one or less
if it the algorithms were to be executed in real time.

Examing the values in the last row of table 8.1 it is clear that the kurtosis maximization
algorithm is much faster than the entropy algorithms. Even though the kurtosis maximization
algorithm requires twice as many samples as the maximum entropy algorithm it is almost 300
times closer to real time. The minimum entropy is even slower, since it’s real time factor is
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roughly 18 times larger than the real time factor of the maximum entropy algorithm.
Based on the crude estimation of the required number of multiplications and the correspond-
ing real time factor it is concluded that the three algorithms need optimization, before they
can be executed in real time, as required by many applications such as a hearing aid. Further
work could be made with regards to increase the use of inherent parallelism, which also will
lead to the requirement for a parallel processor(s), and to reduce the number of required mul-
tiplications.
Note however that the required number of samples before convergence will be drastically re-
duced, when the algorithms are implemented in an application, where the filter is iterated,
meaning that the initial filter will be based on the filter from the previous EQ update.

This was the final chapter of the algorithm analysis and implementation part of the report.
In the next chapter the conclusion on the project is given and in the following chapter ideas
for future work, including a novel algorithm suggested by the group, is presented.
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9
Conclusion

In this project different approaches to the blind speech dereverberation problem were analy-
sed. Reverberation in speech, caused by room reflections, is problematic especially for hearing
impaired people, and it is therefore an important research area. The three dereverberation
methods presented in this project are based on higher-order statistics (HOS) and information
theory. The application is a single microphone setup. These methods were tested on simple
and real life room impulse responses (RIRs) with self generated samples and real voiced speech.

The three methods are all based on the same assumptions. The source signal (the direct
speech), s, is assumed to consist of independent and identically distributed (iid) samples, and
to be non-Gaussian distributed. The room then causes the observed signal (the reverberated
speech), x, to be corrupted by delayed and weighted versions of s, and by the central limit
theorem (CLT) the observed signal is assumed to be Gaussian distributed.

The HOS approach is based on maximizing the fourth order cumulant, called the kurto-
sis, of the signal. The room causes the signal to change from a non-Gaussian to a Gaussian
distribution. All Gaussian signals have HOS cumulants equal to zero, and the approach is
therefore to maximize the kurtosis of the observed signal, such that the room impact on the
source signal will be removed. The implemented algorithm is based on the work by Gillespie
et al., [6], who presented a steepest ascent algorithm for the problem. The project group
experienced convergence problems with the algorithm, and based on an investigation of the
performance surface it was suggested to remove the linear prediction analysis in the algorithm,
such that the algorithm operates directly on the observed speech. Furthermore the project
group suggested that the first coefficient of the equalizing filter is held fixed. Both suggestions
improve the convergence abilities and furthermore the sensitivity to the step size is reduced.
However the project group observed that the kurtosis value of the source signal, K(s), is not
an upper bound to the kurtosis value of the processed signal, K(y). This entails that the
condition K(s) = K(y) for perfect deconvolution is necessary but not sufficient. Furthermore
this observation by the project group complicates the complex performance surface for the
kurtosis approach which is already known to suffer from many local maxima.
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The information theoretic approach to blind speech dereverberation was based on two me-
thods: maximum entropy and minimum entropy. The room’s impact on the source signal can
from an information theoretic point of view be viewed as adding redundant information to
the signal. The objective is therefore to reduce the statistical dependency in time between
samples.
The maximum entropy method was based on the work by Bell et al., [9]. Through a non-
linear transformation of the processed signal, the higher order terms of the bounded output
was weighted such that maximum entropy was obtained for the output, where it is known
that maximum entropy entails minimum mutual information for bounded inputs. A steepest
ascent algorithm was implemented for the maximum entropy approach. Bell et al. suggested
for further research that the chosen nonlinearity function should match the cdf of the source.
The project group therefore presented a flexible nonlinearity function based on the tanh(a ·u),
where the argument u is multiplied with a constant a, such that the slope of the nonlinearity
function matches the cdf of speech. This proposed cdf and matching pdf were found suitable
for speech by the project group and therefore used as source signal when testing all imple-
mented algorithms. The fact that the nonlinearity is chosen based on a priori knowledge of
the source signal, reduces the applicability of the algorithm.
The implemented algorithm for the minimum entropy approach was based on [10] and [27]. A
steepest descent algorithm was presented for the approach. It can be shown that for an un-
bounded input with a fixed variance the maximum entropy will occur for a zero-mean Gaussian
signal. By the assumption that the observed signal is Gaussian, the algorithm therefore mini-
mizes the entropy of the processed signal to make the output non-Gaussian. Renyi’s entropy of
order two was used because of its usability in an iterative algorithm. The pdf of the processed
signal, y, was required by the entropy calculation. Non-parametric density estimation based
on a Parzen window utilizing a Gaussian kernel was therefore used to estimate the pdf of the
signal. The minimum entropy approach does not require any a priori knowledge of the source
as compared to the maximum entropy approach, and it makes it more widely applicable. It
is necessary to constrain the algorithm from approaching the trivial zero solution, which is a
zero-valued output resulting in Renyi’s entropy approaching minus infinity. Erdogmus et al.
suggest a cost function that is based on the variance of the processed signal. However the
project group came across convergence ability problems with this solution. The project group
therefore suggests that the first filter coefficient of the equalizing filter is kept fixed as in the
kurtosis approach. This solution solves the convergence problem and saves the computations
needed for calculating the variance.
It was shown that the entropy of the processed signal, H(y), is an upper bound to the en-
tropy of the source signal, H(s), that is H(y) ≥ H(s). This important proof restraints the
algorithm from suffering of the same problem as the kurtosis approach. Hence the algorithm
cannot approach a too small entropy. The major disadvantage of the minimum entropy ap-
proach is however that the algorithm has many parameters that are user controlled, and which
the deconvolution is sensitive to.

The three implemented algorithms were tested with regards to impulse-to-noise ratio (INR)
and convergence rate. The property of the INR is that it equals infinity for an equalization
corresponding to a pure delay. The tests were first made upon simplified room impulse re-
sponses defined by the project group. The source speech samples were sampled from the pdf
based on the nonlinearity function described in the maximum entropy approach, using the
accept/reject sampling method. One hundred Monte Carlo simulations were made. The test
results show that the three algorithms can reduce the reverberations and converge towards the
correct equalizing filter. The maximum entropy approach performed the best on the 3 tap IIR
RIR and 16 tap FIR RIR, where the minimum entropy approach performed the best for the
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16 tap IIR RIR. For all tests the maximum entropy approach required the smallest amount of
input samples to reach convergence, and for the 3 tap IIR RIR it was able to converge with
the smallest bias and a variance in the order of 10−5.

The algorithms were also tested upon rooms causing late reflections, which were defined to
occur 100 ms or later after the direct speech. This test had the objective to show if the
algorithms could perform well under complex but controlled conditions. Only the minimum
entropy algorithm were able to significantly reduce the late reflections caused by a IIR RIR.
The maximum entropy algorithm made modest improvements whereas the kurtosis algorithm
did not converge and the resulting equalizing filter obtained worse results than the initial filter.
As described in section 1.1 Tonelli et al. suggests in [8] that longer equalizing filters should
be investigated for removing late reverberation. However this is not suggested by the project
group. The test results show that the benefit of a longer filter, such that late reflections can
be reduced, will not always exceed the cost of using more filter coefficients, which will add
extra convolution noise.

Finally tests were made on a real life RIR, which the project group measured at the Sec-
tion of Acoustics, Aalborg University, in a setup, which simulates a spartan living room. Tests
were made both with real speech and the signal sampled from the proposed pdf. These test
gives an useful insight in how well the algorithms perform under real life conditions. For the
tests based on the proposed pdf, the three algorithms are able to reduce the reverberation.
Again the maximum entropy algorithm performs the best followed by the minimum entropy
algorithm. The comparison was based on 100 Monte Carlo simulations. For the minimum
entropy algorithm the suggested constraining method by fixing the first filter coefficient of
the equalizing filter showed to be superior to the variance constraint suggested in [10]. The
algorithm based on the latter constraint could not converge at all.
The algorithms were also tested on real voiced speech, but they did not converge. The reason
is that the assumptions regarding the source signal do not match the statistics of the real
voiced speech.

To evaluate whether the algorithms can run in real time, the number of multiplications each
algorithm requires was counted and compared with the possible number of multiplications in a
state-of-the-art digital signal processor (DSP). The DSP is the floating-point TMS320C6727B-
350 from Texas Instruments. Assuming that the equalizer filter needs to be updated 25 times
per second it is concluded that none of the algorithms are capable of running in real time.
The kurtosis maximization, maximum entropy and minimum entropy are 20.3, 5.76 · 103, and
1.02 · 105 times from real time, respectively. It should however be noted that the algorithms
have not been optimized to run on the DSP, using special beneficial parts of the instruction set.
However, the scope of this project is the functionality and not the complexity of the methods.
Future work will obviously need to be made with regards to a real time implementation. In
the next chapter the project group’s suggestions for future work is presented and the focus is
on a novel algorithm.

In conclusion, three interesting methods to blind speech dereverberation have been analy-
sed in detail and implemented. Adjustments have been made by the project group based on
carefully performed tests and the final result is that the three algorithms are able to signifi-
cantly reduce the undesired reverberation in speech caused by a living room. The adjustments
made by the project group improved the performance of the algorithms. The tests show that
the entropy algorithms seem to be superior to the kurtosis maximization algorithm.
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Future Work

The project group has made several considerations for future investigation of the blind speech
dereverberation problem. These considerations and suggestions for future work will be de-
scribed next.

The maximum and minimum entropy approach were superior to the kurtosis approach when
testing their ability to deconvolve a RIR, but they also required the most computations as
compared to the kurtosis approach. Thus the maximum entropy and minimum entropy algo-
rithms require 566 times and 5007 more multiplications per algorithm update as compared to
the kurtosis algorithm, respectively, with the parameters chosen in chapter 8. The minimum
entropy algorithm was as the only algorithm able to significantly reduce the late reflections,
but also required by far the most computations. The maximum entropy algorithm performed
the best for the simple and real life RIR, but has the disadvantage that it requires some a
priori knowledge of the source signal. However, it requires 9 times less computations than the
minimum entropy approach as described in section 8.4. It will therefore be desirable to utilize
the strength of each entropy algorithm in a combination.
The project group therefore suggest a new algorithm based on both algorithms, where the
computations has been lowered and no a priori knowledge is required. The idea is to exchange
the pdf estimation based on Parzen windowing in the minimum entropy algorithm with an-
other pdf estimation based on the Kullback-Leibler (KL) divergence. Baram et al. present
this latter pdf estimation in [24]. Equation (6.11) relates to the KL divergence by

−H(z) = −H(x)− E[log |detJ(x)|] = D(fX(x) ||detJ(x)) (10.1)

Minimizing the KL divergence entails that, the pdf estimation of x is given by

f̂X(x) = detJ(x) = hM0 ·
M∏
i

∂z(i)
∂y(i)

(10.2)

where the last expression is from equation (6.13), and z = q(y) = q(hTx), where q(·) is
the chosen nonlinear function. This means that it is possible to estimate the pdf using the
maximum entropy approach, hence by maximizing H(z). As in chapter 6, H(z) is maximized
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by maximizing log |detJ(x)|. This pdf estimate is then used in the minimum entropy approach.
The block diagram in figure 10.1 shows the proposed algorithm

W

Minimize 
entropy

x y
H

Maximize 
entropy

z
Sigmoid

q(·)
u

Figure 10.1: The proposed algorithm for blind speech dereverberation.

The update of w in the proposed steepest descent algorithm is then

∆w1 = 2
M∑
i=1

tanh(u(i)) · f(i) (10.3)

∆wj+1 = 2
M∑

i=j+1

tanh(u(i)) · f(i− j) (10.4)

where f = Hx. The nonlinear function is based on tanh(·) and is given by z = 0.5(1+tanh(u)).
Note that there is no need to match it to the pdf of the source signal. The filter coefficients
for h are calculated according to equation (6.15) and (6.16).
This proposed algorithm requires less computations as compared to the minimum entropy al-
gorithm, if the pdf estimation based on the KL-divergence is cheaper than the method based
upon Parzen windowing. Furthermore no a priori knowledge of the source is required. The
algorithm will be further analysed after the deadline of this project. Interesting analysis areas
are among others the validity of this new type of pdf estimate, and the robustness of the
estimate with respect to parameter sensitivity. The test of the Parzen window, presented in
appendix D, showed that the non-parametric pdf estimation is sensitive to the parameters
controlling the window and its kernel, and therefore it is interesting to investigate if the new
estimate in equation (10.2) is more robust.

Besides the novel approach the project group suggests the following subjects for future work:
When the recorded speech was used as input to the recorded RIR, described in section 7.4,
it was determined that the statistical assumptions regarding the input signal do not match
the statistics of the speech very well, meaning the algorithms have trouble converging to the
correct solution. It is therefore suggested to investigate how the statistical properties of the
speech differ from the assumptions and how this knowledge can be used to solve the problem.
Another problem which is evident, is that the algorithms require tuning of parameters such
as the step size, and that the optimal values for the parameters depend on the input and the
length of the input. An investigation of the optimal values for a general speech sequence would
be very useful in the further development of the algorithms.
The validity of the Parzen pdf estimate when using the recorded speech should be examined.
In the test where the recorded speech was used as input, described in section 7.4, it was as-
sumed, that the window size and kernel standard deviation, selected in section 6.3, is also
applicable to the speech sequence.
Finally, future work should focus on the complexity of the algorithms, which are far from real
time execution, as calculated in section 8.4.
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A
Autocovariance Calculations

In this appendix the relationship between the autocovariances of the in- and output in figure
4.3 in section 4.3 are determined. Note that the processes have zero mean that is the autoco-
variance is equal to the autocorrelation.
The autocovariance Cy2 of the output y is defined as

Cy2 (τ) = E [y(n) · y(n+ τ)]− (E [y(n)])2 (A.1)

= E

 ∞∑
i=−∞

h(i)x(n− i) ·
∞∑

j=−∞
h(j)x(n+ τ − j)


=

∞∑
i=−∞

∞∑
j=−∞

h(i)h(j)E [x(n− i)x(n+ τ − j)]

=
∞∑

i=−∞

∞∑
j=−∞

h(i)h(j)Cx2 (n+ τ − j − (n− i))

j=m+i
=

∞∑
i=−∞

∞∑
m=−∞

h(i)h(i+m)Cx2 (τ −m)

=
∞∑

m=−∞
Ch2 (m)Cx2 (τ −m)

= Ch2 (τ) ∗ Cx2 (τ) (A.2)

where: h is a stable and causal filter [-]
x is a input signal, which is white and stationary [-]
Cx2 (n) is the autocorrelation of x at time index n [-]
Ch2 (n) is the autocorrelation of h at time index n [-]
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Autocovariance Calculations

Fourier transforming the autocovariance yields the power spectrum Sy2 (f)

Sy2 (f) = F {Cy2 (τ)} (A.3)

= F
{
Ch2 (τ) ∗ Cx2 (τ)

}
= F {h(τ) ∗ h(−τ)} · F {Cx2 (τ)}
= H(f)H(−f)Sx2 (f)

= |H(f)|2 Sx2 (f) (A.4)

where: F {·} is the Fourier transform
H(f) is the frequency response of the filter h [-]
Sx2 (f) is the power spectrum of x [-]

The interpretation of this result is given in section 4.3.
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B
Accept/Reject Sampling

In the maximum entropy approach to blind speech dereverberation, for which an algorithm
was analysed and implemented in section 6.1, it is required to choose a sigmoid that from a
priori knowledge approximates the cdf of the desired speech s. It is therefore convenient to
analyse the algorithms with a known source, s, which has a known pdf, such that the chosen
sigmoid equals the cdf of s.

The hyperbolic tangent function, tanh(·), was claimed to be a suitable cdf to the desired
speech signal, [9]. In section 6.1 the project group suggested a modified tanh(·), in contrast
to [9], where the slope around origo could be adjusted by a constant a. The suggested cdf, y,
and the corresponding pdf p(x) is given by

y = 0.5(1 + tanh(ax)) (B.1)

p(x) =
a

2 cosh2(ax)
(B.2)

Sampling from the pdf, p(x), must therefore be performed to generate test signals. Various
algorithms exist for this purpose. The accept/reject sampling algorithm is simple and reliable
and therefore chosen. The following description of the algorithm is written with inspiration
from [35]. Let p(x) be given by

p(x) =
p̃(x)∫
p̃(x)dx

(B.3)

where: p̃(x) is a distribution that it is easy to sample from.

then choose a distribution q(x) that is simple to sample from, and where kq(x) ≥ p̃(x) for all
x, k ∈ R. The algorithm works as follows:

1. Generate x0 from q(x).

2. Generate u0 from the uniform distribution U ∼ [0, kq(x0)].
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Accept/Reject Sampling

3. Reject x0 if u0 > p̃(x0) otherwise accept x0.

That this is a valid approach can be seen from the fact that the probability for accepting x0

is p̃(x)
kq(x) . The distribution of x is then given by the normalization

[p̃(x)/(kq(x))] q(x)∫
[p̃(x)/(kq(x))] q(x)dx

=
p̃(x)∫
p̃(x)dx

= p(x) (B.4)

Let q(x) ∼ N(0, 1) and p̃(x) = a
2 cosh2(ax)

. Knowing that both distributions are concave and
obtain their maximum in x = 0, it is possible to determine k such that kq(x) ≥ p̃(x), which
was the initial requirement. In figure B.1 the accept/reject sampling is illustrated for this
choice of q(x).

0x0

u0

kq(x0)

p(x)

kq(x)

reject

accept x

~

Figure B.1: The accept/reject sampling.

The constant k is then given by

kq(x0 = 0) ≥ p̃(x0 = 0) ⇔ k
1√
2π
≥ a

2
⇔ k ≥ a

2
·
√

2π (B.5)

By choosing k = a
2 ·
√

2π the smallest rejection rate is obtained. In listing B.1 the implemented
accept/reject sampling algorithm is given.

1 function p=acccpetreject(alpha,nosamples)

3 k=(a/2)*sqrt(2*pi); % to ensure that kq(x) >= p(x)
i=1; % used for indexing distribution p

5 const=1/sqrt(2*pi);
p=zeros(nosamples,1);

7

while (i<nosamples)
9 % Generate x0 from q(x), q(x)=N(0,1)

x=randn;
11 % Generate u0 from the uniform distribution U=[0,kq(x0)]

u=k*const*exp(-0.5*x^2)*rand;
13 % Accept/reject

ptilde=a/(2*cosh(a*x).^2);
15 if(u<=ptilde) % then accept x(n)

p(i)=x;
17 i=i+1;

end
19 end

Listing B.1: Accept/reject sampling.
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C
Nonparametric Density Estimation

Density estimation is needed in the minimum entropy approach to blind deconvolution de-
scribed in section 6.3. The basic theory of nonparametric density estimation is described
next. This appendix is inspired by [22].

Let the probability P be an averaged version of the distribution p(x) over the region R and
let P be the probability that a vector x lies within this region

P =
∫
R
p(x′)dx′ (C.1)

Then let x1, . . . , xn be n iid samples of p(x). According to the binomial distribution, the
probability that k of these samples will fall in R is given by

Pk =
(
n
k

)
P k(1− P )n−k (C.2)

where the expected value is

E[k] = nP (C.3)

Furthermore let V be the volume enclosed by R and let R be small such that the change in
p(x) is small, then

P =
∫
R
p(x′)dx′ ≈ p(x)V (C.4)

Combining equation (C.3) and (C.4) the following is obtained

p(x) ≈ k

nV
(C.5)

An averaged estimate of the distribution p(x) has been obtained. In order to converge to the
desired p(x) then V → 0. However the latter will entail that k eventually equals zero which
makes p(x) = 0. Therefore to ensure convergence three conditions must be satisfied
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• limn→∞ V = 0

• limn→∞ k =∞

• limn→∞ k/n = 0

A way to meet these requirements is to use the Parzen window method, where the region
depends on the chosen window type. In section 6.3 the Gaussian kernel is used. The Gaussian
kernel is the Gaussian or normal probability density function defined as

κσ(yk − yi) =
1√
2πσ

exp

(
− (yk − yi)2

2σ2

)
(C.6)

where: σ is the standard deviation of the Gaussian pdf

It is not required that the kernel of the Parzen window is a pdf. This means that the scaling
factor 1√

2πσ
can be omitted from equation (C.6).

As mentioned above the kernel is used in the Parzen window, which was defined in equa-
tion (6.35) and repeated here for convenience

f̂Y (yk) =
1
L

L+k−1∑
i=k

κσ(yk − yi) (C.7)

where: f̂Y (yk) is the estimated pdf for the sample yk
L is the window size

The estimated pdf f̂Y for the sample yk is actually not a pdf on its own, but the estimated
probability for the sample yk. The Parzen window together with the Gaussian kernel utilizes
the value of the sample yk as the mean of the Gaussian pdf. The window size then determines
how many samples that are to be weighted using the Gaussian pdf, with the given mean and
standard deviation. In short this means that for every input value yk in the Parzen window
a Gaussian pdf is generated, with mean equal to the input, and the samples that fall within
this pdf add to the total probability. This is illustrated in figure C.1.
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yk = μ

N(μ,σ)

Window length = L

yk+1 yk+2 yL+k-1yk+3

Σ L = p(yk)

Figure C.1: The estimated probability for the sample yk using a Gaussian kernel and a Parzen window
of length L = 5.

By combining the estimated probabilities of all the input samples the estimated pdf can be
generated. This is illustrated in figure C.2 for a Gaussian kernel.
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Figure C.2: A pdf estimated using the Parzen window and Gaussian Kernels. The pdf (solid curve) is
the sum of seven Gaussian pdfs (dashed black curves) using means equal to the input samples.

This completes the short description of nonparametric density estimation and the Gaussian
kernel.
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D
Pdf Estimation Test

This appendix contains the results of the pdf estimation test. The approach was to estimate
a pdf using the Parzen window with a given window size N and standard deviation σ in the
Gaussian kernel. When the pdf estimation was finished the result was compared with the
original pdf, that is the pdf the input samples were drawn from, using the Kullback-Leibler
divergence (KL divergence). The divergence metric and its useful property is described in
section 6.3.
The test was performed with three different Parzen windows, a window using samples back-
wards in time as compared to the current sample, a window centered around the current
sample, and a window using samples forwards in time as compared to the current sample.
The results for combinations of N and σ are shown in table D.1, D.2, and D.3 respectively.

σ ↓ N → 20 30 50 100 200 500 1000 2000
0.0100 0.128 0.116 0.092 0.060 0.035 0.015 0.008 0.004
0.1000 0.033 0.025 0.018 0.013 0.010 0.008 0.008 0.008
0.1500 0.036 0.031 0.027 0.024 0.022 0.021 0.021 0.021
1.0000 0.118 0.118 0.118 0.118 0.118 0.118 0.118 0.118
2.0000 0.125 0.125 0.125 0.125 0.125 0.125 0.125 0.125
10.0000 0.127 0.127 0.127 0.127 0.128 0.128 0.128 0.128

Table D.1: KL divergence results using a backward window.
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σ ↓ N → 20 30 50 100 200 500 1000 2000
0.0100 0.128 0.115 0.093 0.060 0.035 0.015 0.008 0.004
0.1000 0.033 0.025 0.018 0.013 0.010 0.008 0.008 0.008
0.1500 0.036 0.031 0.027 0.024 0.022 0.021 0.021 0.021
1.0000 0.118 0.118 0.118 0.118 0.118 0.118 0.118 0.118
2.0000 0.125 0.125 0.125 0.125 0.125 0.125 0.125 0.125
10.0000 0.127 0.127 0.127 0.127 0.128 0.128 0.128 0.128

Table D.2: KL divergence results using a centered window.

σ ↓ N → 20 30 50 100 200 500 1000 2000
0.0100 0.128 0.115 0.092 0.060 0.035 0.016 0.008 0.004
0.1000 0.033 0.025 0.018 0.013 0.010 0.008 0.008 0.008
0.1500 0.036 0.031 0.027 0.024 0.022 0.021 0.021 0.021
1.0000 0.118 0.118 0.118 0.118 0.118 0.118 0.118 0.118
2.0000 0.125 0.125 0.125 0.125 0.125 0.125 0.125 0.125
10.0000 0.127 0.127 0.127 0.127 0.128 0.128 0.128 0.128

Table D.3: KL divergence results using a forward window.

The first observation, regarding the results in the three tables, is that the placement of the
window has a negligible effect on the estimated pdf. This means that the choice of window
placement can be made solely from an implementation point of view without considering pos-
sible errors in the pdf estimate. The preferred window type will therefore be a backward
window, because it only requires samples, that are older than the current one, in the calcula-
tions.
The second observation is that a large window size (N = 1000 and N = 2000) combined with
a small standard deviation (σ = 0.01 and σ = 0.1) result in the smallest divergence. That is
a large window and a small standard deviation lead to the best pdf estimate. The fact that a
large window size leads to the best results is not surprising, because for iid samples a window
with infinite length would be the optimal.
The standard deviation σ = 0.1 will in general give the best estimate no matter what window
size is used. A large window size means many extra calculations as compared to one that
is e.g. ten times smaller and therefore it is desirable to choose a smaller window, from an
implementation point of view.
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E
Matlab Code for the Algorithms

In the following listings the Matlab code for the implemented algorithms to the speech dere-
verberation problem are given. To see all implemented Matlab code, for tests etc., please refer
to the enclosed CD.

The algorithm for kurtosis maximization:

1 function h = KurtMax(input,hstart,L,step)
% Inputs:

3 % input = the input signal
% hstart = the initial filter coefficient

5 % L = length of the FIR filter
% step = step size in the update equation

7 % Output:
% h = the final filter coefficients

9 inputLength = length(input);
h = hstart;

11 beta = 0.99;
sim = 1:(inputLength-L+1); % The simulation steps

13 y = h’*flipud(input(1:L));
exp2_old = (1-beta)*y^2;

15 exp4_old = (1-beta)*y^4;

17 for n = sim
k = n+L-1;

19 y = h’*input(k:-1:n); % processed signal
exp2 = beta*exp2_old+(1-beta)*y^2;

21 exp4 = beta*exp4_old+(1-beta)*y^4;
feedback = 4*(exp2*y^2-exp4)*y/exp2^3; % feedback function

23 exp2_old = exp2;exp4_old=exp4;
h = h + step*feedback*input(k:-1:n); % update h

25 h(1) = 1; % normalization
end

Listing E.1: Kurtosis maximization algorithm.
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The algorithm for maximum entropy:

function h = InfoMax(input, M, L, step, a, hstart)
2 % Inputs:

% input = the input signal
4 % M = length of input in each iteration

% L = length of the FIR filter
6 % step = step size in the update equation

% a = the slope coefficient in tanh(a*y)
8 % hstart = the initial filter coefficient

% Output:
10 % h = the final filter coefficients

12 h = hstart;
inputLength = length(input);

14 sim = 1:(inputLength-M+1); % The simulation steps
f = zeros(L,1); % Preallocation of the differentiated cost function

16 count = 1;

18 for n=1:sim
k=n+M-1;

20 Hmatrix = convmtx(h,M);
Hmatrix = Hmatrix(1:M,:); % update Hmatrix

22 y = Hmatrix*input(n:k); % processed signal
zc = tanh(a*y); % Sigmoid

24 % cost function
f(1) = M/h(1)-2*a*zc’*input(n:k);

26 for j = 1:(L-1)
f(j+1) = -2*a*zc(j+1:M)’*input(n:k-j);

28 end
h = h+step*f(:,1); % update h

30 h(1) = 1; % normalization
end

Listing E.2: Maximum entropy algorithm.
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The algorithm for minimum entropy:

1 function h = MinEnt(input,std_dev,N,step,L,h)
% Inputs:

3 % input = the input signal
% std_dev = The standard deviation when using a Gaussian Kernel

5 % N = Number of samples in the Parzen window.
% step = Step size in gradient descend algorithm

7 % L = Filter length
% Output:

9 % h = the final filter coefficients

11 var1 = 1/std_dev^2;
var2 = -1/(2*std_dev^2);

13 len = length(input);
T = len-L+1;

15 sim = 1:T-N+1; % The simulation steps
%%% make reverb matrix %%%%

17 ReverbMatrix = zeros(L,T);
for k=1:T

19 ReverbMatrix(:,k)=input(k:k+L-1);
end

21 ReverbMatrix=flipud(ReverbMatrix);

23 for startP=sim
denomSum = 0; % initialization of the denominator summing variable

25 nomSum = zeros(L,1); % the nominator summing variable
for jj = startP:startP+N-1

27 ReverbDiff = repmat(ReverbMatrix(:,jj),1,N) - ReverbMatrix(:,startP
:startP+N-1);

ydiff = ReverbDiff’*h;
29 exp1 = exp(var2*ydiff.^2);

denomSum = denomSum+sum(exp1);
31 nom = ReverbDiff*(exp1.*ydiff);

nomSum = nomSum+nom;
33 end

Jdiff = var1*nomSum/denomSum; % the differentiated cost function
35 h = h - step*Jdiff; % update h

h(1) = 1; % normalization
37 end

Listing E.3: Minimum entropy algorithm.
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F
Measurement of a RIR

In this appendix the measurement of a real life RIR is described. The measurement was car-
ried out in the listening room of the Section of Acoustics at the Department of Electronic
Systems at Aalborg University. The project group was assisted by electronics engineer Claus
Vestergaard Skipper who is the technician in the Section of Acoustics.

The measurement report is organized as follows. First the purpose of the measurement is
explained. Then the measurement procedure is described including theoretical considerations.
Next the list of used equipment is presented and then the measurement data are described.
Then the results are given and a conclusion is made based on the results. Finally the uncer-
tainties regarding the measurement are discussed.

Purpose

In chapter 5 and 6 several algorithms were presented, implemented and tested. The tests were
performed with simple FIR and IIR filters used as RIRs and the input to these room filters
were randomly generated data with a known pdf, as described in section 6.1. The tests are
useful when comparing the algorithms and when the goal is to comprehend the functionality
of the algorithms. However the tests do not indicate how the algorithms will perform when
applied to a hearing aid, which is the application of this project, since the tests do not reflect
a ”real life” situation. The project group therefore decided to measure the RIR of a room,
which models a normal living room. Because of the application being a hearing aid it is also
interesting to measure how the RIR changes when the microphone (the hearing aid) is moved
just a few centimetres as would be the case if a person wearing a hearing aid moved his or her
head.
The performed measurements are divided into two parts. First the RIR is measured when
the microphone is moved around in the room and then different kinds of previously recorded
speech and music is played in the room and the reverberated sounds are obtained. The latter
measurements are made since they will provide the project group with interesting and realistic
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test signals. The exact procedure for these two measurements are described in the next section.

Measurement Procedure

As mentioned in the previous section the measurements where divided into two separate parts.
The measurement of the RIR and the recording of the reverberated speech and music are
however carried out in very similar fashions. In both measurements the key idea is to set up a
loudspeaker and a microphone inside the room and then play a sequence on the loudspeaker
and record the received and reverberated signal with the microphone. It is important that the
utilized equipment has a flat frequency response so that the transfer function of the equipment
does not affect the RIR.
The used listening room is built together with a control room so that cables in the listening
room can be connected directly to equipment in the control room. Using this control room
and sealing up the listening room means that there is no interference and change of the setup
in the listening room during all the recordings.
A sketch of the used listening room is shown in figure F.1
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Figure F.1: The listening room. All measures are in centimeters and the speaker and the microphone
are directed towards each other. The wavy line in the lower part of the sketch indicates a curtain in
the room, which spanned from the floor to the ceiling. Note that the distance between the microphone
and the speaker is measured between the two tripods holding the devices. The direct distance between
the microphone head and the speaker is therefore 11 centimeters shorter.

When performing the RIR measurements the loudspeaker was connected to a power amplifier
which again was connected to a data acquisition device (DAS). The DAS was then connected
to a PC where a program matching the DAS was executed. The program generated the test
signals and recorded the signal from the microphone which also was connected to the DAS.
The setup is illustrated in figure F.2.
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Figure F.2: The used setup when measuring the RIR. The equipment framed by the dotted line was
located in the listening room whereas the equipment outside the dotted box was located in the control
room.

To determine the RIR a test signal known as a maximal length sequence (MLS) was used. A
MLS sequence is a special type of pseudo random binary sequence because it has a maximum
period hence its name. The MLS sequence is generated via a length m shift register and
among its many properties is the fact that if the period of the sequence is N = 2m − 1 then
the autocorrelation of the sequence m2(τ) is one for zero lag and zero for all other lags that is
[36]

m2(τ) = δ(τ) (F.1)

where: τ is the lag
δ(τ) is the Kronecker delta

This is a very useful property when measuring a RIR because the RIR (g(n) in figure 4.1) can
be obtained directly by determining the cross-correlation between the MLS input s(n) and
the recorded output x(n)

x(n) = g(n) ∗ s(n)
mxs

2 (n) = g(n) ∗ms
2(n)

mxs
2 (n) = g(n) (F.2)

The program dBFA32, which belongs to the used DAS, was run on the PC and it is capable
of performing the cross-correlation calculations so that the RIR was obtained directly.
In total 40 recordings where made, that is the RIR was measured at 40 different positions in
the room. At each position the MLS sequence was played 16 times and the average RIR was
determined. As illustrated in figure F.1 a coordinate system with a x and a y axis was made in
the room. The tripod holding the microphone was then positioned in the coordinate system,
which was marked on the floor. Before each measurement the position of the microphone
was compared to origo of the coordinate system. Figure F.3 shows the different positions of
the microphone and furthermore each position (hence each measurement) has been given a
number indicated by the #.
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Figure F.3: The coordinate system used when measuring the RIR. The values with a # in front
indicates the measurement number. The values without the # is the distance from the point to origo
in centimetres. The positive directions of the x and y axes are given in figure F.1.

In the second measurement the idea was to play speech and music signals in the listening room
and therefore the DAS was not used to generate the MLS sequence any more. In stead a CD
containing recordings of speech and music in an anechoic chamber was played on the PC and
through the PC sound card passed directly to the power amplifier. The setup is illustrated
in figure F.4. The reason why the special recordings from the anechoic chamber were used is
that it is important to use signals that are not already affected by a RIR.
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Figure F.4: The used setup when recording the reverberated speech and music signals.

As illustrated in figure F.4 the output from the PC sound card is not only connected to the
power amplifier but also to the DAS. This connection is made so that it is easy to synchronize
the reverberated signal with the original one. When the reverberated signal was recorded on
the PC the original signal was simply recorded as well through a second channel in the DAS.
During all the measurements the microphone was placed at the origo of the coordinate system
illustrated in figure F.1 and F.3.

The measurement procedure for both measurements is given below

1. If necessary position microphone according to the loudspeaker

2. Playback MLS sequence or recorded speech/music

3. Record and save signal received at the microphone

4. Repeat item 1 to 3

List of Used Equipment

Table F.1 contains a list of the used equipment.

Name Model AAU ID Notes
Power amplifier Pioneer stereo amplifier A-616 08340 Set to 10 dB gain

Data acquisition system 01dB Symphonie 33694
Microphone Brüel & Kjær type 4010 8349 No. 1276881-A,

omnidirectional
Microphone power supply ART-cessories Phantom II 2157-56 Set to 48 V,

using a battery
Loudspeaker Nokalon Trawlnet Ball. 02017-22 Reg.no. 34758.

Designed by the Section of Acous-
tics using a Vifa M10MD3908 driver

PC Running dBFA32

Table F.1: Used equipment. The AAU ID is the internal identification number for all equipment
available at the Department of Electronic Systems.

The dBFA32 program was calibrated in the following way when the RIR was measured
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• Type = MLS acquisition

• order = 15

• Number of averages = 16

• Frequency range = 20 kHz

• Mode = single channel

• Acquisition duration = 10 s and 240 ms

• Response duration = 640 ms

When the reverberated speech and music was recorded the default settings were used in the
dBFA32 program.
The speech and music samples were obtained from the Bang & Olufsen Archimedes CD [26].
The used samples are 10 second clips of male and female speech, a cello theme and a guitar
play.

Data

Because of the large amount of data gathered in the measurement the project group has chosen
to place all data on the attached CD in the directory RecordedRIRs. Some interesting results
are presented in the Results section.

All data was saved in .wav format using the dBFA32 program and sampled with 51.2 kHz.
In total 41 measurements of the RIR was made using the names given in figure F.3 that is
measurement #1 is called RIR1.wav, #2 RIR2.wav and so forth.
The data obtained in the second measurement is also saved in .wav format. The files are named
speechX.wav, guitarX.wav, and celloX.wav. If the Xmodulus2 in the filename is even the file
contains the recording from the channel receiving the reverberated version and if Xmodulus2
is odd the file contains the original recording from the anechoic chamber. E.g. speech2.wav is
a recording of some type of reverberated speech and speech3.wav is the corresponding original
recording of the same speech.

Results

In this section a few of the RIR measurement results are presented. Figure F.5 shows six RIRs
measured at different positions in the listening room. Based on the figure it can be concluded
that moving the microphone slightly closer to the speaker (#1 in the figure) does not affect
the RIR, but moving it towards one of the sides of the room causes a change of the RIR (#17
and #29). The figure also confirms that moving the microphone far away from origio affects
the RIR. Again it is seen that movement on the x axis (#28) has a greater effect than moving
it on the y axis (#7).
The conclusion is that moving the microphone, that is the hearing aid, changes the RIR, but
the changes are in general small because the main reflections remain the same.
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Figure F.5: Six RIRs. The title of each subplot is the measurement number given in figure F.3. The
unit of the x axis is seconds.

Uncertainties

The measurements contain several uncertainties.
The most serious problem is the frequency response of the equipment, which will affect the
measurement of the RIR and the recorded signals. The setups illustrated in figure F.2 and
F.4 can be viewed as a cascade of transfer functions, where each piece of equipment represents
a transfer function. The only transfer function of interest is the room itself and therefore it
is important that the utilized equipment has a flat frequency response in the frequency band
of interest. To minimize this undesired effect on the measurements the project group selected
a microphone and a speaker, which according to the data sheets [37] and [38], have a flat
frequency response. It is therefore assumed that the effect is negligible.
The error imposed by the frequency response of the equipment will change during time be-
cause the temperature in the equipment changes. The biggest problem is in the speaker, and
in the documentation of the speaker it is mentioned that if the speaker is used for more than
30 seconds with a high-level input the driver will cause internal heating in the speaker and as
a result the frequency response will change. During the measurements the maximum length
of the input signal was 10.24 seconds and furthermore there was a break in between measure-
ments of at least 3 minutes because the microphone had to be repositioned. This uncertainty
is therefore ignored.
Another problem is the precision in the positioning of the microphone during the RIR mea-
surements. The project group took great care in measuring the position and directing the
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microphone towards the speaker, but minor errors could not be avoided in the simple setup.
Overall the data show the expected RIR and therefore it is assumed that misadjustments of
1-2 mm have not seriously affected the measurement.
A minor problem is the omnidirectional microphone. If the microphone was perfect it would
have the same gain in all directions, but this is not possible. This means that the incoming
reflections from the room will be weighted differently in the microphone. The difference in
gain is assumed to be small and therefore this uncertainty is disregarded.
The final uncertainty is the fact that the MLS sequence is only an approximation. This means
that the autocorrelation, which is assumed to be a Kronecker delta is actually only close to
being a delta function. The approximation is however very good for long periods and therefore
the project group used a 640 ms test signal which was played 16 times after which the result
was averaged. It is therefore assumed that the RIR measurement is valid.
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